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Alice in Wonderland 
uThe question is,• said Alice, 1 whether you 
~ make words mean so many different things. 1 
1 The question is,• said Humpty Dumpty, 
"which is to be master- that's all.• 
======~~~~--~-~~----- ~ 
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CBA.PTER I 
INTRODUC!IOI 
Every classrooa teacller 18 a-.re tba t the aeaniags children 
cive to t~ words they use are not always tae most correct, the most 
colorful, or tae most e2act •. 
Gray and Holmes say !/ 
'l'he practical value of a wide aea.ai:ac vocabulary is obTious. 
It is an essential means of interclancinc ideas and of ac-
quirbc aew experience. Unless cllildrell attach clear, accurate 
mea•i.Di;s to words, their oral and written la~~gua.ce is ofte:a 
imaccuzate and 1-.ffective. lartheraore, taey are umable to 
acquire readily 1 eit1aer tbro'QCh listeni:ag or thro-uch readinc, · 
aew ideas wl!iieh tlte sckool •Y coatribute. This is true evea 
in activities relatiag to situations waieh are very ·familiar. 
TAe need for a rick meaniac vocabulary becomes iacreasincly 
eTident as the ideas, coacepts aDi information iavolved de-
part from the everyday experiences &Dd laJI&'Ua,ge activities 
of children. 
Meani.JI& is therefore a basic factor in succesa iJl school. 
Tlle important studies in vocaltulary ave empllasized. eouats of 
words known and used rather than the ~riety and riChness of aeani:aca 
reTealed by t:bat use. The !lloradilte-Lorce Word :Book S./ coa1ains 
30 1 000 words derived. fr011 such sources as newspapers 1 aacaz ill.es, school 
1. William s. Gzay and Eleanor Hol.lles, f!.e Developmeat of Mea.niy 
Vocabularies in Read!Jlc, Suppl•entary EducatioD&l Moaopaph, No. 6, 
Department of Education, UJliTersity of C1aioa.co, Chicaco1 Illinois, 
1938, p. 1. 
2. Ed•rd L. norndike and Irviac Loree, 11Tile Teacher• s Word Book of 
30,000 Worden, :Bureau of Publications, Teacher's College, ColUIIlbia 
UaiTersi ty, New York, 1944. 
===--""-----=== 
text'booka 1 &U JV.Teaile liter& ture • The :Buek:iJIC)iaa-Dolca list !/ -· 
obtaiaed by the free associa.tioa method, tllat ia, tb.e el!dldren were 
asked. to write down all the words which came illto their miads in a 
d.es~ted period. Tb.e Kindercartea Uaioa List ~/ represents words 
ca thered. from naerous studies of the Toca'bulaey of pre-scaool children. 
i'Aese are just a few e:amplea of tae studies of th.e voca\ulary of cllil4-; 
rea. 1'hese studies b:Lve 1:a common tlt.e fact tat tlley are counts of 
words used without regard. to tlae aeaaillgs which were attached to 
worts. Every classrooaa teacher ca:a ciTe eaurplea of cllildren who 
use words tlae aeania&s of whiclt they do not lr:aow. On the otller lta.ad, 
cllildre:a coas tantly use oae or two aeaaiags of a word wlaicll lias •~~T 
otaer ae&DiJtCs, of wkich tlley are Dot a•n• JJl example of such a 
multi ... eaniDC word would ~e lead, llaviag these aeanillcB: 
1. a heavy metallic el•ent 
2. an article made of lead 
3. cr&phite 
4. bullets (a shower of lea~) 
5. a illia strip of metal tne used. to separate liaea i:a 
priatiac 
6. to pide 
7. to be foremost amoag 
1. B. R. Bu.ck1~ a:ad E. W. Dolcll, •A Cca'bined Wori. L1st 11 , Ginn and 
Ccapa:D¥, Boston, lllssachusetts, 1936. 
2. •A Study of the Vocabulary of Cllildren Before Enteriac the First 
Grade" ( IAtei'DatioDal Kiaderprten UaioD, 'laslliDCtoa, D.C., 19.28) 
by tb.e CAild Study Committee of the InterDational Kiader,arten 
Ull.ion. 
- ·-· ·- -- -----~------------------- --------- --
----- - --- -·- ------------ ·-------------------. --===--==;:::::=..-::::=:.::..::::-:-:::::::::_-~-:::..::-~=- -: __ _::. __ -=--~-.:; __ _:__..:__ -
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8. to follow the course of (lead a quiet life) 
9. position at the front 
10. anythi.Jac tba t acts as a ¢de or a cl11.e 
11. boxiDg - a blow directed at the opponent 
12. the act of playiac first ia a came 
13. aa iasulated electrical conductor 
14. a brief summary introduction, a newspaper article 
15. in miaiDg, a lode 
16. a role for a priacipal actor 1a a play 
It would be useful to know which are the meaaiags in commoa use 
amonc children as well as those which are never or r.arely used. 
The present study attempted to discover the varieties of meaa-
inc attached by children to a list of words which had beea selected 
as beiliC aulti-aeaniJIC wor4e. 
---·-·-···--··-----·--·· ---- ------~---~-- -- ------- ----------------------------- - -- ------ --· ~- -- ----
-- ----------- --------------- ---------------- ---------- --------------- ---- ----------
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CIJA.Pll'ER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
T.ne present study was an attempt to discover the variet.f of 
meanings which children in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades would 
give to a selected list of 300 multi-m.eani.Dg words. The meanings the 
children used were shoWD in the "meaningful, originalll sentences which 
they were directed to write for each word on the list. 
The nature of meaning 
For the purposes of the study, meaning was defined as relating 
to that which is obtained from l.axlguage communication. Webster's !/ 
Dictionary in defining meaning says it is: 
1. 0 that which is conveyed or signified, especially by 
language"; 
2. "the paychologic.a.l context of anything0 ; 
3. "the body of habitually associated ideas.• 
On this basis, the following assumptions are indicated: 
1. language is a vehicle for conveying meaning; 
2. meaning is conditioned by psychological factors; 
3. meaning is produced by experience. 
!f Webster's New International Dictionary of the English Language, 
2nd edition, Unabridgeq G and C Merriam Company, Springfield, 
Massachusetts, 1948. 
4 
The first assumption points out a distinction between the symbol 
and tm t which is symbolized. Rinsland !/ emphasizes that meanings are 
not printed, but are only in people's minds. Words are only marks on 
paper, which cannot make sounds and cannot impart meanin&s alone. The 
writer imparts meanings as he writes, and the reader in his turn at-
tempts to obtain the meanings which the writer had in mind as he wrote. 
This symbolization in communication is a unique attribute of 
hwnan laD.glla4!;e. Other forms of life communiea te, but only man sym-
bolizes. 00nly man has developed an elaborate series of response 
patterns which result from stimuli in the form of word symbols. 11 ~/ 
McKee ~/ says, 
All ~e is symbolic. A writer never writes a 
meaning itself. He writes only symbols - - one or mote 
words - - that stand for the meaning which he wishes to 
convey to the reader. No reader ever sees on the written 
or printed page the meaning which the writer intends to 
convey to him. He sees only the symbols which the writer 
bas used to represent his meaninf;. Of course, spoken 
language as well as printed laQguage is symbolic. No 
speaker ever speaks a meanin£ itself, and no listener 
ever hears in the spoken word the meaning intended by 
the speaker. 
Following the same trend of thou&ht, Betts !/ feels that one of 
the significant psychological aspects of lancuage deals with meaning. 
!1 Rinsland, Henry D., "lord Meanings in Children• s Writings" 1 
Elementa;y English Review, (April, 1951) 28: 221. 
~/ Rinsland, Henry D., A :Basic Vocabulary of Elementar;y School Children~, 
(The Macmillan Company 1 New York, 1945) P• 1. 
£/ MoXee, Paul, The Teaching of Readiry; in the Elementary School 
(Hou&hton Mifflin Co~, Boston, 1948) P• 5. 
!/ Betts, Enmett A., IReadinc: Semantic Approach", Education, 
(May, 1949) 69: 527-531. 
5 
--·---~-----· --- _,.... _______ -----· . 
----~- ----~--- -- -- -· ------------·-- . 
Written laueua,ge remains so many marks on the printed page. language 
per se is mea:niDCless. There is :no meaning in the words zebra, drug, 
tendon, adverb, or repUblic, unless they des~te or refer to orga:niz-
ed experience. 
•Tbua the vocabulary of any la:ncuage is s~ly a collection of 
symbols or conventionalized auditory and visual~tter:na which people 
speakiDC or writi:a& that langua.ge acree to use, 11 writes Russell.!/ 
Hovious ~ emphasizes the distinction between the symbol and the 
thing symbolized, when she speaks of words as • ••• becomiag verbal booby 
trap• for the unwary. They are not the thing itself; they are merely 
verbal symbols that stand for the thing: not reality, but the shadow 
of reality. They have only the meaning each person pours into them out 
of his ow:n experience. 11 
14ean~, therefore, is derived from the storehouse of each individ~; 
'Ual • s own experience, be it rich or meager; hence all his J.ancuage com- : 
munication is influenced by the richness of his experience, by the amoun~ 
of r•lity in back of the symbols he uses. 
The semantic approach 
Recently a great deal of emphasis has been placed on the semantic 
approach to the problem of word meaninc in an attempt to develop better 
understanding in the many fields of verbal communication. 
!/ Russell, ])a.vid H., Children Learn to Read, (Ginn and Company, :Boston 
1949) pp. 20-31. 
~/ Hoviou:s, Carol, 11 Wha.t Words Mean11 , Clearing House (March, 1945) 
19:404 • 
---- ----------.-
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Seegers !/ states that urn the simplest definition semantics 
refer only to the various dictionary meanings whiCh attaCh themselves 
to words." He goes on to say, however, • ••• it is literally impossible 
to define a word exact~ ••• • ~/ 
Walpole ~/ feels tbat •semantics, or semasiology, is the study 
of the meanin&s of words." He continues, •The history of semantics is 
both long and short. Perhaps it is now beginni~ to emerge as a 
science; and every science had its oricins in philosop~.n !/ 
Crosscup ~/ has disti~ished 1 three dimensions• in all acts 
of symbolization-the syntactic, the pragmatic, and the semantic. The 
syntatic dimension involves the recocnition of equivalent expressions 
which have, or might have, the same referent. The pragmatic dimen-
sion involved the associations which experience has built up around 
words. The semantic dimension involves the effort to see that the 
associations called to mind by a word correctly correspond to those 
things to which the word was intended to refer. Syntactics would 
therefore be the province of the dictionary makers 1 pracma tics would 
be concerned with the formation of concepts, and semantics can be 
construed as an attempt to return to first principles in l&Dguage--
!/ Seegers, V. Conrad, 0Read~ for Meaning", Elementary English 
Review, (October, 1946) 23:249 
~I Ibid., P• 250. 
~/ walpole, Hugh R. I Semantics - The Nature of Words and Their Meanings, 
(Norton and Caapany Incorporated, New York, 1941) p. 20 
!/ Ibid.' p. 24 
~/ Crosscup, Richard B., "A Survey and Analysis of Methods and Techni~s 
for Fostering Growth of Mean~ Vocabulary", Unpublished Master's 
Thesis (Boston University School of Education,Boston,l940),pp.56-57. 
7 
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to cu.t th.rolJCh t1le layers of emotioa and accr11ed meaniBc back to 
the primary meani;ac of a word in tlte Bitutioa in which it is used. 
These three dimensions are ~lied in the definition given ia 
Webster•• Dictionary. !/ 
Since langaace is a dyDamic, growing medium, any such attempt at 
41esection and claesificatioa is aecessarily artificial and is ob-
viously made to eaable students to discuss the problem wi~ some de-
cree of orcanization. 
The semantic approach to the problem of meaning attempts to 
apply •scientific ~s of thinking to the problem of communication.• ~ 
The semantic advocates claim tllat too much of l.anp.ce cOJDIIl'lmicatioa 
has become divorced from reality- from t1le orici:aal referent whicll tae 
word should ideally have,in :fact, into an area of emotion, loose think-
i~, aDd verbalism where the words used ao laager bave a factual basis. 
Tyler says: J/ 
.1 word is a sign of a thought of a thiDC, of a p]Vsieal 
taoucnt at ~· simplest level -~ or a s~ of a thought of a 
whole complu acgrep.tion of id•s and :feelings. To uderstand 
aow we so often behave as though it were not merely a sien but 
the very thine that it is a sign of, we must see clearly how 
a word becomes a sign :for somethtQg. 
!7 Webster, op. cit. 
~/ Glicksber~, Charles I., •Educational ~lications of Sem&Dtics1 , 
School Review (December, 1941) 49:750. 
!/ Tyler, Charlotte, •s.aantics and Languace1 (Report of the 28th 
Annual Convention of the NatioDal Council of Teachers of Enclish) 
!ni;lish Journal (February, 1940) 19:21. 
8 
The crowth of meanig 
In the languace used by primitive peoples, and in tlle less 
developed languages in general, words are at first very specific. Ia 
semantic terms, there is a referent in reality for eaCh word denotinc 
particular objects and acts. Pillsbury a:a4 Meader !/ in diacussiltc 
this give an e:xample of the J.a.n&uage of the JO.araath Indians in whicll 
there is no sincle word for run but a different one for the runninc 
of eacla aniua.l. This would seem to be true also of the l.a.Dcoage of 
children, who refer directly to tlle thing known and onl7 gradually, 
with increasinc maturity, come to generalise from a particular object 
to a whole class of like objects. •cat• to a small boy is a specific 
cat whicll he owns or knows, and does 110t stand for a generalized 
concept of a certain type of anbaal. In the life of lancuaces, as 
with children, greater sophistication brings general terma into use, 
althouch Pillsbur,r aad Meader !/ say tbat this development is 
•rel.a tively late • • • and even then the more particular terms are slow 
to disappear.• They cite the persistence of spectal aames for tbe 
yowsg and for the male and feaale of particular animals. .&. male deer 
is a buck, a female is a doe, ud tbeir offspriac is a fawn, to give 
an e:xample, and there are many such in tl:w Encl. is b. l&Jacaage. 
!/ Pillsbury, Walter :B. and Clarence L. Meader 1 The P~cholOQ of 
LaDp.ce, (D. Appleton and Company, New York, 1928 p. 174. 
~~ Loc. cit. 
9 
Gra7 !I feels that four facts i.D:f'luence tlle development of 
clear, accurate word meaniJics: 
1 •••• early meantQcs rise out of personal experiences ••• 
sooner or later the meanings derived from these experiences are 
associated with spoken words; 
2. mea.ni:ags ••• my be enlarced and clarified t'la.ro-ach lllib-
aequent activities: 
3. • • ·-~ meaaiaga are ia realt ty ceuraliza tiona that do 
aot have specific referents :la the pqsieal world., for example, 
truta, r~hts, power, law, eivilzatioa ••• Such words represent 
more or less complicated sets of ideas and feeliacs that are 
difficult to express eorrectl7. 
4 •••• tbe meanings of words var.y to a considerable extent 
w1 th the contexts ill which taey are used. 
Pillsbury and Meader ~/ point out tba. t • ••• meanimc :bas all 
d~rees from the v.acuest general appreciation of some experience to 
the fullest acieatific uadersta:ndbc of an obJect ••• meanimc grows with 
experience and may fairly be said to crow out of experience • 11 
T.bia crowth is explained by Pillsbury aDd Meader !/ whea they 
write -
Aa association is fo~ed between the word and some ob-
Ject, event or relation. This associa.tion serves to ctve it 
meaai:ac. The meani11g may be given if the obJect itself 18 
understood by one association. JUller mean inc comes, laow-
ever, from seeing or hearing the word used in a number of 
different concrete applications, each of whieb adds sometl::liJ~C 
to the total meani:uc of the word. at 8.ey' particular time. 
]:/ Gray, William S., 1 The Development of Meani:ag Vocabularies with 
Special Reference to Reading11 , Elementary English Review, 
(February, 1940) 17: 72-73 
~/Pillsbury, op. cit., P• 166 
£/ ~·1 PP• 167-168. 
10 
:Bette !/ tells us tbat 11 The Datural order of learning is from 
organized. e~erience to la.Dguage. !Aaguage may imply a • oneees t:tat 
corresponds not at all with e~erience.n 
Tae child first hears the word Wball 11 , then associates the word 
with a specific kind of ball, perbaps his own red ball. later he learns 
tllat there are other kinds of balls, balls of different colors, tex-
tures, and sizes, tlaat a ball ie not always a plaything. 1:Ball'l can 
stand for the onliUilent on a Christmas tree, or for a ball of 1JLI'IL for 
knitting. With maturity and crowth in experience comes the realiza-
tion that there are ma~ other meanings which caB be civen to the word 
ball. 
:Betts~/ continues 1 ••• the same word may represent not only 
the same clase of thin&s, but also other classes of th1Dcs, 11 and uses 
the word "foot• as an eDJDple. 
The many meanill&• which words have adds to the complexity of 
modern comm'llzlication. For e:.rample, it is said tat the word. 1 ran11 has 
almost 100 m-.ni.Dgs ill co•text. 11 It is hard to fiad individual words 
that have only one meaninc under all circumstances,• says Jolliffe. !/ 
1 Jil ach time the •same• meaniDg is wsed it has a different mean-
ing, depeDdin,; upon its context," says :Betts. ~/ He goes on, 
];./:Betts, op. cit., p. 534. 
~/ Loc. cit. 
2.,/ Jolliffe, Harold R., 1 l&Dguace Iaboratory11 , Education 
(December, 1938) 59:235. 
!/ :Betts, ep. cit.·, p. 539. • 
11 This context which controls the meaninc of a word embraces, amomc 
other things, (1) the experience of the individual, and (2), the 
language of the setting for the word." For example, the word 1 note 
would mean something entirely different to a child, a banker, or a 
musician, and the meanint; would also vary with the words used in 
connection with it. 
Seecers !/ points out that the problem of multi-meaning words 
is even more complex because it involves the element of experience, 
f~es of reference, and emotional reactions which the words incite. 
The word 1bridt;e" would mean so much more to an engineer tban to some-
one outside of his profession, as would 1note 0 to Toscannini, or 
1 chair" to a criminal. 
Three phases of meaning as civen by Bond and Wagner~/ are: 
l, Simple recognition--the individual is able to attach 
meaning to a symbol. 
2. Extensiveness of meaning--the iDdividual is able to 
associate two or more distinct meani~ with a symbol. 
3, Depth or vividness of meaning-the ind.ividUa.l is able 
to make use of finer and deeper appreciations and 
broader concepts and cener.alisations in interpretinc 
a symbol. 
The Development of Concepts 
Throughout the liter.ature relatinc to word meaning the term 
"concept"is used repeatedly in connection with the developuent of a 
!/ Seecers, op, cit., p.250. 
£,/ Bond, Guy L. and Eva Bond 18cner, Teaehipg the Child to Read, 
('l'he Macmillan Company, New York, 1950) PP• 216-217. 
1.2 
clear Ulldere talldiac of ~e. 
McKee !/ explaias t:U term "co:acept" as peiJtc •.,, oB.e or &Jlother 
of the meanings which a pereoJl lias built throucb. laie experiuces,ll 
Pillsbury ud Meader ~/ write, 
Til.iak::l.ac may co o:a in words or imaces equally nll, but 
tlla t whicla makes both tmaces a».d words capable of carryi.Jic 
tho"CCdtt is not their peculiar structure but their refere•ce, 
aad the reference ia either case is Dot to other words or 
~es, but to types, to organized. experieaces, aad to their 
represeatatives. But this reference to types does not serve 
to dist~isb. taoucht processes from tA8 sbapler meatal 
states, for the simplest percepts a:ad memories are also shot 
through with types, with references to these abst~ct thou&Ats. 
No consciousness is entirely without this typical meuiac, 
althouch crowth ia intellicence is marked by progress from 
the relatively meaniacless to the meaniqful. 
Smith 2./, in diseuasi.Dc coacept development, tllbks of a eoacept 
as a •er.vstallizei experie:ace, 11 SAe ooatiaues, 
Tlae first step i:a buildinc a co:acept is tllat of aavt.c 
experie:aces, but Just the experie:ace is :aot e:aouca. There 
must be a seco:ad step, tliat of drawime coaeluaioas from \ll.e 
experie:ace aad later classifyinc aBd eummarizi-c co:aclualoas 
fra. several experieaces, 
.1 coacept is, thea, a syathesis of all tlle experieaces a:ad asso-
datioB.s wllich a». iadiviiual Aa.s hai w1 tla. a particular word. 
Tyler!/ sqs, •.1 word's meania~ is precisely, in a particular 
eo:atext, the eleme:at or eleme•ts tbat the iadividual 1 s past experience 
proves to be otllerwise missiac from the context,• 
!/ McKee, op. cit., P• 16. 
~/ Pillsbury, op. cit., p. 182. 
~ Smitb., Nila Baatoa, 1Readia& Co:acept Developae:at,• 14ucatioa 
(llay, 1950) 70:548. 
!/ Tyler, op, cit,, P• 21. 
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The coacepts which are foDned in an individual's mind and are 
used by him my be as precise and useful as those of the scientist or 
may be as filled with emotion and incorrect thinkinc as those of a 
demacocue. Jolliffe !I eays 11 ••• taey {!rords] do more than define a 
seaae of uait; they also convey an attitude. Frequently they stir 
up an emotioa--deliber.ately so in propocaada. 1 
As McKee~/ writes, 
Concepts which are clear and correct l•d to clear and 
correct unders ta.BdiDg ia readiac. Coacep ta t:tla t are vacue and 
erroneous can produce only vacue uaderstandiDc or misunder-
standiDf:. No persons • s concept of &J21'thiDC can be complete; 
it eaa only be clear and correct, as far as it coes, at any 
stage in his life. 
Hovious ~/ rela tea the buildi:ag of concepts to school subJects: 
Teachers acre• that every sel:lool subJect, whether bglisll, 
shop, music, science, mathematics, or history, iavolves a 
special ki~ of thinkiB& wita its own basic concept~nd most 
· Dplrtant of all, its on vocabulacy with which to build those 
concepts. 
Berwick: !/ Sl1111m&l'ized her research on concepts as follows: 
1. It is essentialto have a baekcround of experience to 
build concepts. 
2. The printed SJmbol is aot a concept, it is only a 
conficuration tlaat represents a concept. It acta as a fuse 
to make a conaectioa wita a previous experience and then the 
concept comes into beinc. 
1/ Jolliffe, op. cit., P• 21. 
~/ MeXee, op. cit., P• 62. 
£/ HoTious, op. cit., p. 404. 
!/ Berwick, Mildred M., 11 '&e Construction aDd lhal'\lation of Multi-
Meani~ Vocabulary Tests for Grades 4-8 11 , Unpublished Doctor• a 
Dissertation, Boston university School of Education, Boston, 1952. 
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3. !he author's concept may differ widely from the 
r.ader's concept. 
4. Tke determiuation of the richness or meagerness of 
concepts depends upon the D'Wilber of experiences that an individual 
bas llad. 
5. Some concepts are simple in :aa ture, others are complex. 
There is no ceiliDC in concept building-it goes on tbrouch 
life. 
The .qowth of vocabularz 
:Brandenburc J:./ made a st'Udy of the factors which influence the 
acquisition of a vocabulary. Tests were given to 2000 pupils in 68 
classes including grades 2 through 12 in 16 schools of 6 school systems 
in Wisconsin, Iowa, Missouri, and Colorado. The purpose was to deter-
mine the influence of such facts as the size of the communi t;y, tu 
amount of r.ading done by a pupil, the amoUBt of travel experiences 
he had had, and his home enviroDDlent, since these have long been held 
to be determining influences on vocabulary. :Brandenburg's findi:Dgs 
were as follows: 
l. The size of the coDDunity did not appear to be important; 
2. The relation between readiDC and command of words was close, 
but the quality rather than the quantity of reading was the important 
influence; 
3. Travel does not necessarily add many words to the vocabulary 
that could not be acquired from reading, but it did seem to round out, 
define and fix word images; 
l/ :Brandenburg, G. C., 11 The Psychological Aspects of ~ge", Journal 
- of Educational Psychology (June, 1918) 9:321-323 
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4. The home environment was shown to be important but not in 
all cases to be the determiniQC factor. 
Gray !/ has distincuished four factors which influcence vocabu-
lary crowth. As he says, •The results of scientific studies ••• tndi-
cate that four factors determine to a larce extent the growth of a 
child's vocabulary, namely, his capacity to learn, the character of 
his social and economic environment, the Dature and development of 
his interests, and the kinds of iastruetion received. 0 
On this matter of instruction, Thorndike ~ reminds us, "It 
should be kept in mind that the difficulty of understanding a certain 
word in a certain context depends partly upon the nature of la:wna.D 
minds and languages, but partly upon the training, includi~ school 
training, which the person or persons in question have had.• 
In summary, a person's vocabulary may grow: 
if he has I'J8ny experiences, 
if he bas many interests, 
and, if his environment gives him opportunities to have 
experiences and to pursue his interests. 
Word meaninc and readil!g 
The complexities of word meaning have always acted as a formid-
able deterrent to clear, accurate reading comprehension; ••• 1 without 
l/ Gray, op.cit., p. 74 
gf Thorndike, Edward L., 0 The Value of Word Counts", Elementary English 
Review (February, 1940) 17:61 
understanditJg of word meaning there caJ1 be no readinc. lords are to 
rea.diDg what bricks are to houses. 11 !/ 
McKee ~/ points out in his discussion of meaning in relation to 
readiDg comprehension, 
One reads only to the extent tbat one understands the mean-
ing intended by the writer ••• Many poor readers in our schools 
would not be as incompetent as they are if the authors of books 
which children read in school would ask themselves more often 
whether the children would be likel7 to understand what the 
author wrote if instead of attemptinc to read it, they were to 
hear it spoken. 
Communication by means of the printed languace is r.arely 
perfect; that is, except with the use of the simplest ex-
pressions, such as STOP and GO, the reader almost never reaches 
100 in the meaning which the writer intends. For perfection 
of understandinc to occur, the reader would need to mve built, 
&IJlOJIC other tlLincs, (1) the same concepts or meanings that the 
writer has constructed, (2) complete familiarity with the var-
ious ways in which a given meaniJ3C can be expressed in laxac-
llaP and the writer's peculiarities in expressinc himself, 
and (3) aufficie:m.t interest in finding out wbat the writer means 
to stimulate himself to overcome all reading difficulties. 
!lrt is quite possible for a person to recognize the form 
of a printed word or a group of words as a symbol that he lias 
seen before aDd to think, speak or write the pronunciation for 
waich tbat symbol stands without understandi.Dc clearly a.ud 
correctly wba.t the symbol means in the setting in which it is used. 
Durrell i/ states -
Words outside the reader's experience--unfamiliar words for 
which he bas no meaning-cause serious difficulty in compre-
hension and interpretation at any level. 
!) Dolch, Edward w., 1 The Use of Vocabulary Lists,• Elementary Enclish 
Review (February, 1940) 17:61. 
~/ McKee, op. cit., pp. 6-8. 
!/ Ibid., p. 56. 
!/ Durrell, Donald D., Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities, 
(World Book Company, Boston, 1940) PP• 162-165. 
Without the child's havi:ag a clear understanding of the 
meaning of a word, recognition and pronunciation are difficult 
to teach. If meaning is not present, learning to pronounce a 
word quickly is merely the production of a non-sense concloa-
eration of sounds. 
Another cause of pupil's failure to retain may be tha,t 
the words lack full mea.nin,;. A mea.ninc may have numerous 
colorful associations for the child or it may have a single 
uninteresting one. 
See&ers !/ writes -
A word is difficult or easy to a child not in proportion 
to the incidence of its general use, but according to the 
amount and type of association the child (or adult) has had 
with the concept for which the word stands. Words are not 
easy or difficult. Ideas are. Consequently, to build voca-
bulary one should provide a classroom and school climate 
encouraging to the development of ideas and providing oppor-
tunities for reading, talldnc, writing, and thinking about 
them. 
Teachers should be aware that 
The meanings frequent~ vary in a single conversation ••• 
and differ according to the age levels of the different persons: 
that is, a child in the first grade uses not only fewer words 
than a child in the third grade or an adult but he also attaches 
fewer meaniMS to the words he does use and nth simpler ab-
stractions. £1 
Therefore -
••• in promoting reading interpretation we need to help 
children in securing different meanings accordin& to the function 
of the word. The uses of similes and metaphorical la.Dgua.ce 
should be singled out for special consideration in reading. !/ 
!/ Seegers, V. Ooarad, 11Recent Research in Vocabulary Development", 
Elementary l!!Cliall Review (February, 1949) 23:67 
£/ Binsland, op. cit., p.221 1 Word Meaning in Children's Writings" 
!/ Smith, op. cit., p. 552 
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for 0 metaphors no matter how simple pose serious comprehension pro-
blems for the unsophisticated reader.u !/ 
Betts Y s'Ullllarise• the teaching of meani:ag in relation to read-
i;ag as follows: 
On.e of the chief instructional jobs in reading is teachin& 
the child to reconstruct the experience behind printed symbols. 
A. The child must acquire the basic notion that printed 
symbols represent, or are abs~ctions of, experience. 
B. The child must acquire an awareness of shifts in the 
meaning of a word brought about by the other words ill 
the sentence, par.acraph, or selection. 
c. The child mu.st be aware of ~ language is used to ill-
form and .!he 1 t is used to influence feelings. 
D. Over a period of time, the child must become aware of 
the use of different levels of ablltJacti.ons. 
E. In ~ener.al, a readiDC vocabulary is developed from 
first-hand experience, wide readillg, and the directed 
study of words. 
Russell £./ says 
••• the elementary school has an tmportant function to per-
form in helping Children to equip themselves with good wor~ 
inc vocabularies and with the means of adding to their 
vocabularies conti!mously. Probably these vocabularies 
should be both extensive and intensive. The influences 
of modern livinc on vocabulary, the key role of a ,;ClOd. vocab-
ulary in a child• s sChool success, and considerable research 
on frequently used words all encour.age special work in this 
area. • •• there is no substitute for a rich variety 
!7 Betts, op. cit., p. 535. 
~/ Betts, Emmett A., Foundations of Readin« Instruction, (.American Book , 
Company, New York, 1950) p. 703. 
~ Russell, op. cit., p. 204. 
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of concrete, first-aand experiences in davalopiuc a meaningful 
Toca.bular;y which is basic to reading, speakinc, and writing 
vocabularies. 
vocabulary researCh 
Much research A&s been dane over a number of years on words in 
usa, or word frequency counts. Much work also has been done in compil-
ing lists of words from the vocabularies of both children aDd adults, 
both written and spoken. Invest 1&& tors are increasingly aware of the 
fact that many of the earlier estimates of vocabulary size were too 
small and that there is much still to be measured. Russell !/ citaa 
Dolch as sayi:ng there is a • ••• reservoir of word knowledge Which is 
little touched by the recording of speeca." Russell~ comments in this' 
connection, •Children who have a reasoe.bly rich experience do seem 
to lse2:! more words in con text than they ever 3!!!. iD their speakinc or 
writing. (Italics his.) This upward revision of vocabulary estimates 
should i:Dfluence school procedures perhaps aot so much ill the read-
i»c materials of the first two grades as ill the variety of langUl.ge 
experiences the sChool may provide at all levels." 
Vocabulary studies are, in ceneral, of three types: speakiac, 
reading, and writing. Most of these studies have been mecbanical counts 
of the spelliDC forms of words used in speaking, reading, and writ-
iDe vocabularies of children and adults. More recently the trend aas 
been towara the study of the structure of words and of the uses of 
'1::.7 ~., P• 188 
g/ Loc. cit. 
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words. The studies of the uses of words are referred to as semantic, 
or meaniDg, studies. 
Two pioaeer studies in vocabulary research which were instrumental 
in call1Jl€ attention to the need for studyinc commonly used words and 
their meanin&s were, lD 1904, "How Words Get MeaniJl8s8 by Will Grant 
Chambers !land, ill 1915, the spelling vocabulary study of L.P.Ayres. Y 
The vocabularies of children have been studied to determine the 
frequency of usage. These have then been checked acatast the studies 
of adult vocabularies to discover which are tae words which should be 
taught for permanent use. 
The most widely referred to list of children's speaking vocabul-
ary is probably A Study of the Vocabulary of Children Before EnteriDt; 
the First Grade. £./ The data. for this study •s derived from kinder-
garten situations, reaction to pictures, and home. Betts !/ claims 
that there is 0an urgent need for additional studies in the field of 
readiag vocabulary. 
There have been many studies in the field of reading vocabulary. 
!/Chambers, Will G~t, 0How Words Get Meanings", Peda£ogical Semina;r 
(March, 1904) 11:30-50 
~~ Ayers, Leom.rd P., HMeasurement of Spe111ag Ability", Ed.ucatio:aal 
Monograph, Russell Sage Foundation, New York, 1915. 
£,/A lt\ldy of the Vocabulary of Children before Enter!¥ the First Grade~ 
by the Study Committee of the International Kindergarten Unioa 
(The International Kindergarten Union, Washington, D.C., 1928). 
!f Betts, Emmett A., Foundations of Reading Instruction, 
(American Book CompaDy, New York, 1950) p. 694. 
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Representative of these are such studies as tbat by Luella Cole, ~ 
Teacher• s Handbook of Teclmical Vocabulary !( which is a frequency 
count of special words used in textbooks; a list of 1811 words ae-
lected for probable interest value, probable utility value, fre-
quency of occurrence in primary literature, and frequency of occurrence 
in the epeak:iae vocabularies of children, by Arthur I. Gates, 
A Rea.dinc Vocabulary for t:ae Primary Grades; ~/ and tlle T.aorndik:e-
Lorce SUJ81'1tie Count of the English Ianp.ge,'Y which is a count of 
the frequency of each meaninc of a word. 
A larce number of studies llave been made of writi-c vocabularies, 
both children and adult. One croup is derived from act'U&l ueace, 
another, from textbooks. lbamples of these are the followinc: 
A Spellbc Vocabulary Stud,y, by :Dmnett A. :Betts, i/ a study of the 
crade placement of words in sevent•en aeries of spellers; A :Basic 
Writinc Vocabulary by Ernest Hon, pj a study of the 10,000 words most 
!/ Cole, Luella, T.ae Teacher's Handbook of Technical Vocabulaq, 
Public School Publisllinc CompallY, :Bloomington, Illinois, 1940. 
~/ Gates, Arthur I., A Readipc Vocabulary for tlae Primary Grades, 
:Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 
New York, 1938. 
y Lorge, IrviJac, aDd Edward L. Thorndike, Semantic Count of the E:aclish 
Ia~e, Tlle Iasti tute of Educa tioD&l Research, Teachers College, 
Columbia UDiversity, New York, 1938. 
!/ :Betts, :Dam.ett J.., Spelli:y; Vocabulary Stud;!, American :Book CompaDy, 
New York, 1940. 
§} Horn, Ernest, J. :Basic Writi¥ Vocabulaq, College of Education, 
State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, 1926. 
- -·· -
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collllllOnly used in adult writiDC: A Basic Vocabularz of Elementary 
School Children , by Henry D. Rinsland, !/ based on a couat of approxi-
mately 6,000,000 runn~ words used in children's writiags for cr,ades 
one to eieht inclusive; aDd A Cambined Word List, by B. R. Bucld»cbam 
and E. W. Dolch, ~ based on a free association study made by the 
authors aDd on other studin of speak:i~, readiD&, aDd wri ti»c 
vocabularies. 
CoDinentiDc on the vocabulary studies, Betts !/ •Y• -
Vocabulary studies have reduced useless vocabulary diffi-
culties and have served as a basis for curriculum planniag. 
Furthermore, these studies have led to investigations of mean-
inca and of the readability of material. However, these lists 
llave not al-.ys been used to the best advantace. I:a soae ill-
stances, tla.ey have bea used as a means to reciment instruction. 
Thie bas resulted from an overemphasis on crade placement. 
In addition, there has been too much emphasis on the word form 
and not enough Oil the meanings of a word. 
Dol ell. !/ has this to say relative to the use of vocabulary 
lists, "One device is to say that every word on the list is assumed 
to have its commonest meani:ac. All other meani:ags are not Oil the list.• 
The decision as to the aeaniacs of these words depends on the Jude-
ment of the uaer, for the makers of the lists ill tended to b.clude 
1:./ Binsland, Harry, A Basic Vocabula17 of Elementar:y ScMC>l Cbildren, 
The MacKillan Company, New York, 1945. 
5,/ Buckiagham, B. R. and E. W Dolch, A Coabined Word List, 
Ginn ani Company, Boston, 1936. 
£1 Fou:adations of Readipg Instruction, op. cit. p. 696. 
i/ Dolcllt, Edward w., 11The Vse of Vocabulary Lists", Elementarr Enclish 
Review (March 1949) 26:143. 
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more tban just one meaninc in maJay cases. Even if the meaniJic 
intended by the makers were used, caildren often derive uncommon 
meani:ags from commoa oaes as they read.. Apin Dolch !/ points out, 
•caildren know much about aclult life, but larcely as spectators of it.• 
Children ,..,. know about carpenters and their work but they have no 
reason for talki~ about the subject. Therefore, readil:lc boob must 
fit more ~ children's usage of words. 
In the Free .Association Study used by BuckiDCl!lam and Dole& Y 
in wbich children wrote merely lists of word forms, there •• no way of 
telling the meaniDC illtended. The authors tell us -
Ill taose cases, however, i:a wllicla. tu worcls were taken 
from ordtnar,y written or printed matter the opportunity was 
at laancl to record the meaniDC inte:adecl. J.lthouch it is true 
tllat some investi&&tors had. •o particular reason for doi:ac 
tkis, since they were tainkiDC only of spelliac, it is aever-
theless str.ance that some who were t:aterested ia words as 
words, and not as forms to be spelled, did :aot record meaniners. 
McKee £1 feels that there are at least two serious obJectioae 
to usixac the T.llorndike List or any similar list meclaanically. They are: 
1. Tae list is not per se a list of the words that are found 
most frequently in read~ matter. 
2. It is a list of word forms, not a list of word meani:acs. 
"Unfortunately,• he continues, •a valid list of the word meanincs 
understood by pupils at any gr-ade level is not available.• 
!/ n.!!·, p. 146. 
e.! Buclducbam, op. cit., pp. 18-19. 
!/ McKee, op. cit., p. 100. 
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Another danger in the mechanical use of word lists accordin~ to 
McKee is tba t many persom who so use the 1 is t assume that any word 
appearinc on the assicned c~de list is safe for that specific crade. 
Yet any one Who has worked with the problem of children's comprellen-
sioa in readinc knowe that there are maey words oa the •approved1 list 
tbat would cause difficulty in complete u:uderstaadi:DC of tlle concepts 
set forth by the write:r and that many words oa a so-called. hip fre-
quenc,r list would present viTid concepts to the child readtQc them. 
Two eD.mples of this for the fourth grade are found in the followi.D& 
two sentences: 
1. The fact is tbat the labor party has assumed authority directly 
over this iDdustry. (Difficult to understand but uai:nc words from the 
fourth grade list.) 
2. Cilarlie poked tae 11 ttle aaeak bard enouch to ci ve him a 
nose bleed and a toothache. (lasy to understa.Dd but usinc words ap-
pearixag on lists hicher than fourth grade.) 
The first sentence was composed of words from amonc the first 
2000 words in the Thondike-Lorce Word :Book, while the secoDd seat-
ence includes words not found in the Thorndike-Lorge list, and also 
words found above the sixth thousand of the list • 
.Rinsland !/ has wri ttea t:bat we need an actllal count of the 
meaniiJ€s that we know large numbers of children use in eacb grade. 
!f uword Meanings in Children's Writings•, op, cit. 28:223. 
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A wide sampling is needed to meet tae re~raments of cllildren ia 
tae United States. 111'hen sucll findings are incorporated iDto text-
books, maDy difficulties for elementary teachers will disappear.• 
Cllildren will understand waat they read better than with the "present 
hodge-podge of ass'Wilecl vocabulary with. meani:ags often too abstract 
to children.• 
He continues -
The first use of the immense tabulation of word meanings 
by ch.ildren was applied by Gates, Rinsland, Sartorious, and 
Peardon in the Dictionary Division of ~heir series of spellers 
"Tile Pupils On Vocabulary Speller". l.l All meanings are those 
used by children themselves. Tile use of these meani.Dgs guar-
antees an understaDdiDC by children in the respective crades. 
A study of the count of meanings of children's words •• started 
i:a 1938 by Rinsland us iD4: the same 110urces as those lis ted in the pub-
lished study of 1945. ~/ This study is described by Rinsla:ad: ~/ 
At the time we were interested in the function of the word 
in a sentence and fo~d the most convenient classification 
[that given by Aike3!!where the functions are classified as: 
a. absolute - (interjection or expletive) 
b. subject 
c. complement (predicate adJective, predicate noun or object) 
d. adJective 
e. adverb 
f. verbid 
l.f Gates, Aifhu I., and other, The Pupils Own Vocabulary Spellers, 
The Macmillan Company, New York, 1944. 
~~ A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School Children, op. cit. 
!/ Elementary Ep.;lish Review, op. cit. 28:222 
j_/ Aiken, Janet R. 1 New Plan of Gl"8..JJJB9.r 1 Henry Holt and Company 1 1923. 
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&• verb (complete) 
h.. verb (auxiliary) 
i. preposition 
j. conJunction or connective 
Tile technique used. in this study was to make a count of 
meanings in the contextual sett!Qgs written by children. 
Wllen difficulties arose as to the specific meanillg meant by the 
child in the civen contextual setting, the semanticiats'' j~ent 
ruled. 
At the completion of the study, of which a fair sampliDg has 
already been accomplished for Grades ]....6, a showing of the frequency 
of meaning grade by grade as coded by Webster's Dictioaary, the 
frequency of parts of speech, and a quotation taken directly from the 
child's ph%ase or complete sentence showinc exactly the tT,pical con-
textual settinc of each of the respective mean~s, will be aYailable 
to those interested in children's word meanings. 
Seegers !/ cautions against the indiscriminate use of the pre-
sent findings of the vocabular.y studies. 
In other words no list can be absolute, can be entirely 
complete, can claim to have exbausted all possibilities. Given the 
proper stimulus and the proper bacqround conceivably a given 
child might use almost any word. 
The fact reaains, however, that once the precautions apinst 
misuse are taken i.Jtto account, the results of these studies form a 
valuable boQy of material which can be used with profit by makers of 
textbooks and all types of reading materials and by classroom teaChers 
i:a tlleir everyday work with the problems of vocabulary. 
!/ Seegers, v. Conrad, "Vocabulary Problems in the Elementary School 11 , 
Elementary ED.clish Review (February, 1940), 17:!31. 
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Growth and change in lancuage 
Since la.Dguage is aever static, but is always growint; and changiDC,.' 
discardi~ old words and expressions and coini~ new ones to meet new 
needs research in this field will never be complete and authoritative 
for all time. Smith!/ e~s that we are constantly clla.Dcing old words 
by giving them new meaaings. This process is accomplished by addinc 
suffixes and prefixes to liiEI.DY words and by UlliDC )Vphenated and com-
pound words. Enriched food, super-wetting, all-out drive and pencil-
slim skirt are examples of this process. MThere are those," continues 
Smith, 8 who are urging that it would be better to coin some words for 
new concepts rather tban trying to fit our new concepts into old words 
which alrea~ bave a loug history of established mean1nca.• But 
~ge because it is alive and is a product of the human mind, is 
far from logical, and coatinues to fit new ideas into old clothes. 
TAe first compilation of a great dictioaary of the American 
laJlcuage was Noah Webster's monumental work containing 70,000 words. 
The 1934 edition of the Merri~Webster UDabr14ged Dictionary contains 
552,000 purely vocabulary entries. This tremendous growth :bas oc-
curred tn a little more than a century. The major sciences have ad-
vanced in this period and new ones have arisen as witness psycholoCY 
and sociology. The major sciences have developed sUb-divisions--
entomology, bacteriology, ecology, electronics, electrochemistry, 
nucleonics. 
!/ Smith, op. cit. p. 552. 
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The second great group of new words has come from the practice of 
manufacturing two--a.lld three-word phrases to stalld for a more specific 
meaninc than the i:ndividWAl words could. ED.mples of these are numer-
ous--night clUb, caDdid camera, fourth estate; they come from sla.Dg-
clope fiend, sob sister; the sciences use them - plastic surgery 1 chain 
reaction; some come by usace to be written as one word -- blueprint, 
roU&}meck • 
.Americanshave been prolific i.n coininc new words for new objects 
and new ideas. Many of these when they were first used in commo• 
speech were felt to be crude and vuJ.ca.r, but are in cood favor today • 
.1dvoca te, le;ugt~, presidential, locate, are e:ramples of these once held 
to be barbarisms. The American countryside and way of life produced new 
words and expressions not known in the old country-much, land office, 
spelling bee, hoecake, crazy quilt. 
J4a.ny words are shortened forms of once longer words-phone, plloto, 
gas, auto • 
.A.pin, words are made by blendiag-some scholars call them port-
manteau words--such as cablegram, pulmotor, travelogue. 
New words have come from other la:aguages--hickory and squash, 
opossUIB and raccoon from the Indiaas; cruller, •ffle, snoop, spook 
from the early Dutch settlers; canoe, potato, tomato, chocolate, 
mosquito from the Spanish; t'he German 1fest" used as a suffix talkfest, 
bookfest, aad ma~ more from all the aatioualities which came to the 
new country. 
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In modern times the period of six years of World War II brought 
tremendous numbers of new words into beinc. From this period come such ; 
words as blits, flak, radar, blockbuster, booby trap, bazooka, para-
trooper, penicillin, plutonium, fission, blackout, flattop, and tbe 
most soberi~ of all--preatomic, to desicnate all the histor.y of the 
world doWD. to A'IJ&US t 5, 1945. !/ 
In the light of modern histor.y the problem of word meaniDgS is 
more than acacl.emic, as witness the debates in the United Nations over 
themaaninca of words and phrases. 
In the final aDalysis 1~e becanes a kind of filinc case in 
whiCh experience is sorted out, classified, and organized, and ••• 1a 
order to read effectively the reacl.er must (1) be aware of the fact that 
a given word or group of words may be used with one or another of 
several meaniDgs, (2) bave the different concepts for which the word 
stands, and (3) be able to use the context in order to decide which 
meaniDC is intended. u Z,/ 
Y Thompson, Everett E., 110\lr Cha!lcin& Ianguace• , G and C Merriam 
Company, Spria&field, Massachusetts, 1948. 
,g. BrandenburM;, op. cit., p. 330 
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SUIIll'IB.ry of research 
A review of the literature concerned with the problem of word 
meani~ reveals the followimg broad assumptions upon Which most 
authorities agree: 
1. Language is symbolization. Words in taemselves 
have no meaning. 
2. Meaning is derived from experience of all kinds, 
involving all the senses. 
3. Words in isolation have no exact meaning, but words 
are given meaning by the context in which they occur. 
4. Teachers have a responsibility for instructinc 
children in the many pbases of word meaning. 
5. Present vocabulary lists are valuable, but they are 
far from definitive and conclusive. 
6. There is an ever-increasing amount of study and re-
search leadinc toward the publication of lists of 
word meanings which will be valid for different age 
and g~de levels. 
7. L&l:l.guf1.ge grows and changes and eduoa tiona.l methods 
must take these growthsand chani:es into account. 
-~--~----- --- --~------------==-.:~_-_--_--_-----.:-_--;-_~_ -=-------~=---~----------- ----~-~--·-- = 
Statement of Problem:-
CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF STUDY 
TAe purpose of this study was to determiae tae preval~ce of 
word meaniJt&S of certain c011mon aulti-aeaniac wor4s as used by the 
caildren of crades IV, V, and VI • .A. multt ... eani.Dc word •• couici.er-
ed to be a word llavi:ag five or more dictio:aar;r meaai.aga. 
It •• Jaoped that this study would show :aot onl.;r tile prevale:ace 
of word meanin~:s but also variations of concepts, crowth of aea:aiacs 
between tbe c~de levels, the words preaentiDC the least difficulty 
and the words present~ the aost difficulty in interpretatioa. 
Justification of Problea:-
.A.l thouch many word lists aad. ae.II&Atic co'Unts llave been made 
and published, 11 ttle atteatioa las been paid to a list of wort mea:a-
inga as used by c1d.ld.rea in their coramoa voca~ulary. Such a list 
wouli be iavaleble to authors of cltildren' a literature aat eci.u.cators 
as tuy would be able to use suclt a compiled list to e:aable them to 
choose and prepare better or.al aad written aaterials. TAe kaowleiee 
of the children's cr.asp of word ayabols, aad tlteir ability to tr.aas-
fer and use such knowledce, is illlportant beca.use meanincful fact pre-
aentatioa reiucea the aumber of repetitions needei for learniac and 
&ives thAt createst persoDal experience 1D. a learni:a.c situation. Re-
action to word sUaul.i is k:aown to be of creat importance to tlle 
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exteat or accuraey of comprehension. In view of this, it is ~ort-
aat for all those baviag frequent contact with chilirea to aave a 
keea 'Wlderstandi:DC of just what a multi-meaning word connotes to tlLe 
majority of those children whose lives lie is illflueneinc so t:bat the 
child may be freed of coBflictiac ideas aad confusion. 
This study was of course, limited to a ~sic list of three 
huadrei of the more COIBIDOJl aul ti-meaniq worts 'but the fiad.iacs wllicl\ 
resulted froa tlt.e study couli easily be applied to oricial .aterials 
created by teachers of crades IV, V and VI iavolviac the words wllicl\ 
appear on the word list aentioned. 
S aurae of Material:-
It was very fortuaate for the writers of this study that aater-
1al was available to thea ia the J.coa'b !I study of wort aeaaiDgs. 
The Acomb study is a eompilatioa of the 2500 new spelliDC woris 
appear!~ in hipeat frequency in 13 spelltnc text books published 
since 1940, for £l'&des IV, V and VI. The test is coaposecl. of 100 foras 
with 25 words ~adomly selected appearinc in each form. An additional 
20 forms are also a part of t'lle c011pleted. test, and appear as Review 
J'orms. The Review Forms consist of a second raadom aampl!Dc of the 
same 2500 words appearil'lg in the first 1lua.drecl forms. In all, tlLe 
ca.plete Study consists of 120 for.ms. 
1. ~llan J.comb, "A Study of Word Meaniug" - Unpublishei Research 
ia Spelling, !oston University, 1952. 
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!iLe 13 spellin& text books from which tlil.e 2500 new words of 
highest frequeaey were drawn are: 
1. 1Guide to Spellinc Pro.cress" G~des 4, 5 1 aad 6 
Betts and J.re7 
American Book Compaa7, Publisher 
2. "V7 Spelli-c" Gracles 4, 5, aad 6 
Y•lcaa and Da.w 
Giu aJld CCllllpa.J17, Publ iaher 
3. 11Da7-b7-Da7 Speller• Grades 4, 5, allld 6 
Newlon and Hanna 
Bouch. ton Miffl ia Corapany, Publ isller 
4. 1 Spelli.Jic to Write" Grad.es 4, 5, aad 6 
~Reeler aDd Moore 
D. C. Hea tla Coapa.Jfl7, Publi saer 
5. 1 SpelliDC We Use• Grades 4, 5, and 6 
Hora and J.sh'baucll. 
J. B. Lipp1acott Compan7, Publisher 
6. 1 My Word Book Speller" Grad.es 4, 5, a:ad 6 
Breede and Seale 
Jqons and ()u·•llan Coapa.Ja7 1 Publishers 
7. •Tu Pupils • Own Vooa'bular;y Speller" Grades 4, 5, &lld 6 
Gates, Riasl.and, Sartorius and Peardoa 
MacMillan CorapaDJ, Publisher 
8. •word Mastery Speller• G~d.es 4, 5, and 6 
Patton 
Claarles il. Merrill Caapaq, Publisher 
9. •spelliuc Toda71 Grades 4, 5, and 6 
Lee and Sti:aeltal1P 
Charles Scribner's Sons, Publishers 
10. BUsing Words We Beed1 Grade 4 
"Usimc Words With Meantncs1 Grade 5 
-crsing Words With Skill1 Grade 6 
Billincton 
SilTer, Burdett Company, PUblishers 
11. •Spell to Write• Grades 4, 5, and 6 
Trabue and Steven's 
Row, Peterson Company, Publishers 
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12. 11 Learn To Spell• 
Rogers, P. c., and otaers 
Band,-McNally, Publishers 
13. 1SpelliBC Goals• Grades 4, 5, au 6 
Wick»7 and Laabater 
We'bster PUlislliDC C011pa:ay 
TAe ~coab StudT of Word Meant.~ was uaed in 57 New JDcland 
ea..uaities. Pupils in ClRdes 4, 5, and 6 in taese commuaitiea .. re 
civen a single form of tlut teat (emmple form oil pace 4·Z) au asked 
to write a meaaiacful oriciaal sentence in response to eaCh of tae 
25 ati.W.ua wori.s appeart:ac on the fora. A. •aea:aincful oricial 
sentence• •s defined as a sentence whielaclearly tefiaes, or illustrates, 
tlt.e aeaninc of tae stiaulus word prese:atet ia the exercise. No time 
limits were esta'blislledr tll.ua e•'bliBC eacll child to lave sufficient 
time for the COJIPletioa of his test fora. Bo help of a~q ld.:ad was 
offered to pupils in readiac tae stu.ulus words or parasiac their oric-
1181 sentences. Pupils were :aot allowed to uae a~ reference zaterials, 
either dietiouar.y, reaiiDc 'book, or a:ay otaer text taat aigat e.a'ble 
tile pupil to deterai:ae the •••iDe of tla.e words appeariDC on ais test 
sheet. Classroom testing in eaCh of the 57 communities becan after 
Fe'bruar.y 1, 1952 and •s completed prior to llay 1, 1952. IacUvid"'Bl 
colllllUllities, upon receiviDc the test foras, determi.Jaecl. the appropriate 
ttae for testing. 
Tae • terials wbicll .. re used in this present StudT were from 
31 co~ities from the six New England States. Those c~u:aities 
were: 
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llassaclm.setts Mai•• 
.A.rliJtCton !atll 
J:rer Rocklaad 
:Bra a tree lfes t"b rook 
Colraia 
Coacorci I•• 'fl'aa:Dsllire 
Dover 
Glo11Ceeter Claremoat · 
Graftoa 
Haverlaill Co:anecticut 
BiDCllam 
:ta:acll.eater :Blooafielci 
Ma.rbleaead 
llarlborouca pot. Ielaai 
Melrose 
llatick J:ast Greeawich 
Saaro:a Newport 
Sllelburae Falls 
Stoneilaal Yemo:at 
S•mpacott 
:Bee acton 
'lalefield 
Walt bam Saxton' • River lfeetllliaater 
It C&Jl clearly be eeea froa the above list t'bat such a croupinc 
of ~ities proviiee for a ricaaess of eampltac because of the di-
versity of areas, popalation lineace, iaduatrial influences and social 
arrauceaenta. •Samplbc1 1s defined as a process of laavi.Jic a aall 
aectio:a of •terial represent the whole because of its :raacloaised 
quality. 
Clloice of Material 
In tu beciJmiDC this study -.s meant to be a coarplete review of 
all the variety of aeaniags for each of the 2500 words in .A.eomb 1 s Study 
of 'ford Meal!li~, but it sooa beca.ae appa.ret tba.t t'here was aot suffi-
cient time to do Justice to such a task, as there would not be aa 
opportuniv to ·cet eaouch reactions to stillul.i words behind eacll 
instance to show any definite pre'V&lence of aeania,;s. !!lis 11as due to 
tae ll.ichly randomized :aa ture of .A. comb' s tests aad the larce Tol \De of 
papers tlilat would laave to be llallCUed to get a record of responses. 
It theB became 11ecessa.ry to limit the list of stiauli words 
with which this present study •s to be coacened. It se•ed tba.t the 
most satisfactory •Y of &atheriDC a representative list of stiiRuli 
words was to consult Berwick• s !/ dissertation ud to thorouchly emmiD.e 
her list of arulti-aaeaniDC words. Berwick's source for securiD~; a 'basic 
\ 
Tocalnllary list was Thoradia aad Loree S.l. ne Thorlldike lists were 
based oa a wide sampl iDe of writ i.Jlc, iacluding adult wri tiag, maca sines, 
Juvenile aad children's liter.ature. Tae book indicates in which thouaaDd· 
each word falls ill tems of their frequency of appearance per one 
million runninc words. The words in the book are arranced alphabeticalq 
r.ather than beiac classified into cr.ade levels and they are coded as to 
frequency of occurrence. lor her purposes, therefore, Berwick had to 
reclassify all the 30,000 words accordinc to their crade levels. The 
n'UIBber of words listed for each crade from the Thonadike Basic Vocabu-
lary List for Grades 1-8 to1aled 8,008. 
It •• then d.ecidecl 'by Berwick that to obtain tu best eanrpli;ac 
of mu1 ti-meani~~~; words possible diacard.iac llad to be done aJLd cri ter1a 
];./ Mildred IL. Berwick, •ne Coaatructioa a:ad Evaluation of Multi-MeaniJic 
Voca'bular,v Tests for Grades 4-8 1 an uapUbliahed Doctor's tiasertation, 
Boston University, SChool of lducation, 1952. 
~/ ••rd L. Tlloradike and IrTi:DC Loree, "The Teacher's Wori. ~ook of 
30,000 Words•, Bureau of Publications, Teacher'• College, Ool"WWlbia 
University, New York, 1944. 
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were established for the selectioa from the orictDal list of 8,008 
words. First all prepositions, coaJuactions, adverbs, peraoual pro-
noUDs, put participles, plurals and proper Mllles were elia!Bated 
lea.vi~~& 6,504 words. 
Next she discarded all tlae aiJicle meani.Dg words by loolrlq up 
each word remainillf; ia Webster•• !/ Umbridced D1ct1oar;y aDd eliminat-
iac all words laving onl;y one mea.ninc listed, this left 5892 words. 
fie third step was to set up a requirement that a word •• to 
aave more than five dictiomary meaniaga to remain oa tke list. This 
left 2640 words. 
The aext step •s to look up each word ia tlle Tlloradi.D-Lorge 
s.-atic Count of b&lish Words, a study appeari&~& in miaeocraphed 
form and civill& the relative frequency of occureDce of each •ea.Di:ac 
per mille. The words havinc oaly one meaning of hich freqaency of 
occureace were eliaiDated, leavtac 1572 words. 
The final step to further curtail the size of the word list 
for :Berwick's purposes •s to look up each of the 1572 words re•in-
i;ac i:n the Thor:ndike Lorge Seaatic Cout of EDclish Words aDd to 
tabulate the occurreace of each aeaaint;. .A. frequency averace perceat 
was found for each word. TAe 321 words with tlle llichest averace fre-
quency of occurrence were selected for the final :Berwick list. 
The wori list for this present stujy was derived by consultinc 
!J'iebster•s New Iater.national Dictiomary of the JDclish Lamcuage1 , 
2Dd edi tio:n, UDabrid&ecl, G.au. C.Merriam Compa.ny, Spri:acfield, 
!Bssachusetts, 1948. 
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the Berwick and .A.comb lists a:a.d compilinc those words which occurred 
on botk lists. The fiual word list for this present studf is composed 
of 300 words. 
Method of scori!C and recordiDC 
Once the basic word list was established for t:his study tbe 
secoad step in its development was to create a scortnc sh~et for eack 
of the 300 words for each of the three crade levels. It was thoucht 
desirable to find if those who lDad hich achievement 1». expressiDC 
the meani~s of the stimuli words differed from those la.viJaC low 
achievements in t:heir concepts of the words. Tae only atandart for 
such a comparison was the Acomb tests so the record sheets were divided 
into hi£h aad low score columas. The .A.comb papers were scored as 
follows: 
2 points of raw score were civen for a complete and meaaiDCful 
use of the stimuli word in an orici•l seatence, 
1 point of raw score was civen for a partial iadioation of the 
stimuli word in a meanimcful oricbal sentence, 
0 points of ra.w score were civen if the stimuli word was missed 
or erroaeously u.sei ia the orip-.1 senteace, or if tlte word was aot 
responded to at all. 
Full credit was civen for a common slauc use of stimuli wor4s 
which lave become an accepted. part of the herioan Tocabulai7 1 but ~ 
credit was civen for interpretiac the et~i word as part of a proper 
-.me, ceocraphic locatioa, b:raad -.mea aJld commercial tems. 
The ldC}lest possible score •• 50 aDd tbe scores ra.mced from 
50 tBl'ouch 0. In determiniJ:JC whether or aot a child. rated as a hi,;h or 
low scorer, the followimc metkod was used: 
Grade VI - 50 thro-uch 40 points of raw score •s considered a 
hich score, 39 throuch 0 points of raw score was considere4 a low score, 
Grade V - 50 tilr~ 35 poi:ats of mw score •s cODS idered a 
high score, 34 throuch 0 points of raw score was considered a low score, 
Grade IV - 50 thro-uch 30 poi:ats of raw score •s considered a 
hiih score, 29 throuch 0 points of raw score was coasidered a low score. 
Next it was thoucht taat it mieht be interesttac to DOte the 
different concepts of the multi~eani-c words as to sex differences, so 
the record sheet was set Up in four columns- with both hiehand low 
boys and hich and low cirls beiac considered. 
As the study developed it became apparent that ture was aot time 
to compile a sufficieat Duaber of responses behind each iJlstance to 
draw any comparisons or concluaioas as to differences i• the concepts 
of hich or low ackievers or accordiDC to sex differences, but tke record 
sheeta re•iaed. set up ill. t:bat fashion. 
The third step in tlae development of tlle record sheet was to 
decide which meanin8s were to be set down as possiile concepts of the 
multi-meaninc stimuli word. The record sheet for the word •.1ccOUDt 11 
will be found on pace 44 • The small •umber at the top of the pace 
(in this case the number 80) refers to J.coai 1 s Test form Number 80 
on which this stimuli word will be found. 
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Oriciall.y ao provision was made 1D. the dictioury meaniacs 
for the concept of 1bank deposita• ia response to the word Account, 
but repeated Ull&ges by the children of the concept of bank deposits 
led us to add tbat new variety of definition to our record sheet. 
Several decisions of this type mad to be made as we went through the 
basic word list. 
All the meani:Dtts whic:& are listed for each of the 300 words in 
this study came from Webster's UDabrideed Dictionary and from repeated 
correct usages by the childrea taeaselves • 
.A. ark •s recorded beside the wort 1J.ttempts• if it •s the 
decision of the scorer that the individual child lad a mistakea concept 
of the word although the stimuli word had been recognized a.Jld tried, 
or if the stimuli word. •• ais-read.. .A. mark •• recorded beside the 
word IIQnissioas• if the individual child failed to •ke any reaponse 
to the stimuli word • 
.A.s the scorer read each origiaal sentence for the word 1.A.ccountn 
the decision bad to be made as to which concept of tlle word the child 
referred to, as soon as the scorer bad determined that fact, a mark •• 
recorded iD the appropriate position on tlle record sheet beside that 
concept and under the column for either llign or low boy or cirl. 
It should be noted that there were 20 ~~arks recorded for each 
of the 300 words in each of the three crades iavolved in this study, 
a total of 60 recorded responses of some kind for each word • 
.A..p.in, it should be borne in mind that tke list of stimuli words 
and their variety of definitions were e~miaed chiefly for prevaleace 
- - -~ ----------
-·-- --- -- ---------~ ------. ·-- -------- ---
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of aeaninc, crowtll of a-.ni:ags between tae cmcle levels, the words 
preaeatiac tlle least difficulty aad those presentiac the aost diffi-
cul ty in iaterpreta tion. 
A STUDY OF WORD MEANING 
Allan Acomb 
NAME ............................................................ GRADE ............ TEACHER ....................................... DATE ................... .. 
SCHOOL .......................................... CITY OR TOWN .......................................... STATE ........................................... 
BIRTH DATE ................................... How old were you on your last birthday 
DIRECTIONS 
We are going to write some sentences that will tell what words 
mean. 
We shall do some together first. The first word is house. Here 
are two sentences with the word house in them. 
1. I see the house. 
2. The house we live in has many rooms. 
Which sentence helps you to know what the word house 
means? 
The next word is can. We shall read these sentences together. 
I. Where can I find the tickets? 
2. I can. 
3. Mother bought a can of peas at the store. 
Which of these sentences helps you to know what can means? 
The next word is exercise. Read these sentences and be ready 
to tell me which ones you think help you to know what exercise 
means. 
1. I shall exercise. 
2. Skating is good exercise. 
3. Exercise will make your muscles strong. 
4. Why did you exercise? 
Which ones did you choose? 
Now I want you to write a sentence in the space below that 
tells me what train means. 
There are twenty-five (25) words on the other side of this paper. Write each word 
in a sentence that tells just what the word means. If there are any words in your 
sentence that you are not sure you know how to spell, just spell them the way you think 
they should be spelled. 
Experimental Edition ---Not for distribution 
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wire 
banana 
clothing 
certificate 
petition 
keen 
referee 
customer 
plane 
account 
tone 
stationery 
leaving 
bicycle 
whole 
slowly 
earth 
linen 
bull 
waist 
slippers 
devoted 
pleasure 
heart 
blot 
FORM 80 
-------------------------------------------------·· 
------------------------------------------------~ 
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80 Boys Girls 
ACCOUNT Hip Low Hica Low 
a reckoni:oc, II II 
calculation, 
eaUJBera t ioa 
a reckoaiq; of' I I 
charj;ed purcllases 
aad credits rendered 
periodically (as 
groceries) 
explaDa tory of I 
some event (reason, 
motive - OD llO 
account) 
statement, 
report I 
advaatace, 
profit -
(tura to 
account) 
bank deposits 
.Ill +!+/- I 
(.tttempts) 
'· I 
(Omissions) 
'I 
===------
GiWDl PLA.CEM:D'r OF THil 300 WORDS USED Ill !HIS S!UDf 
J.CCOBDllfG '1'0 !HJl 'l'HomtDID-U>RG:I LIS! 
GRlDKB I au II 
aecout COIIIIKta 
act coapa~ 
ace coner 
al"'l cou.t 
ballk(s) course 
'base eovt 
'ba;r CO'Yer 
b•t CrOll I 
\low crowd 
board date 
briqe 4•1 
C&IIP cleep 
-·· 
tecr•• 
catch toul• 
ce:at1117 .... 
ea:mge •I"Op( ped.) 
check ...... 
class exprese 
clear fair 
cllib favor 
eoat(s) ficv• 
eoaaai fill 
___;:_---:_ __ ..:_ ___ :.__;.: __ -
- -- --~---
-· 
- -- - ------ -·--- --- ~---- . __ _:;:_: ____ ------==-=--~-----~__:::-__ -
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fiaiea 
foot 
force 
free 
pae 
caeral 
col4 
cra•t 
Cl'Oud. 
c-rd 
a•rt 
·-"'7 
lletpt 
iro• 
.1o1B . 
lead 
lift 
lipt(e) 
liM 
loc 
•rk 
u.ster 
-----·--------
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G!W3S I aa4 II 
(Coatiaui) 
·-· 
pres eat eW;ple 
lle&U press spirit 
miu pull spread 
miss :race Sqgl.l'e 
aote raise state 
aotata& rate stock 
orier rest strike 
puss riea tear 
pay rock tie 
peace roll trip 
plaia rowai troule 
plaat settle use 
poi at several •tcll 
poet sip .... e 
GlU'PJ III 
act be \ore •st 
aclclress 'bottom coast 
aid. \aut coatraet 
appeal \ow creaa 
atteai \owl creiit 
bad \riet crop 
\ark \rull oro a 
\lock art ew.rreat 
4'7 
GlU.DI III 
!.CoatinH) 
UaC kii propert7 
exclrla•c• ltuclly quiet 
faacy lmock ail 
fare 1-~ r&JlCe 
fence leTel rank 
fil'lll liat recular 
fix(ed) load reqa.est 
flac lock reaene 
flat •1l(e4) ro1lCh 
flif;llt •u scale 
fol4 •tea score 
frame mill alllarp 
era ill mix s:Ull 
cram 110del suot 
crave u.il aUk 
habit aet slip 
lleel operatioa s•rt 
Aide pack spare 
llollow paa sport 
llol7 park 
•tace 
holle7 pe:a etaap( e) 
:Don. pile straill 
iadepeadeat port stretch( ed) 
ke7 pri.Jiai'T etri»c 
-_____;;:==:-__....::;;;~ -.==..::=:.=.:::::"~......:...~~ ~---==~-:::_ .. :::::-.:::-...::-..=:::....::: .. :=.-:_-:: __ :::: .. - .. --===--- ~=- - -
-----·--- --------·~--··-~·-------
---· ·---- - --- ----·-- -----
ewell 
tender 
tip 
'beacil. 
'bite 
bla:Dk: 
a lase 
'blOOIR 
boot(a) 
bull 
buttoa 
carriace 
chin 
ellop 
coach 
curve 
d.raft 
drift 
GJW)J: III 
( COJltiJtUed.) 
trace 
track 
trail 
fiW)I I1' 
d.rill 
tuck 
faitldul 
feather 
file 
foad 
fork 
form 
foul 
iaterest 
Joiat 
Jolly 
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wire 
pilot 
pi• 
phe 
pitch 
practice 
reciater 
relative 
roaat 
scout 
ae:ratch 
scree• 
a bower 
slide 
s•p 
aolid 
apooa 
a tau 
atem 
stiff 
tito•ck 
StUJlP 
aclaiesioa 
aproa 
d.ock 
Gl.W>E IV 
(Coatiaued.) 
trap 
trifle 
tria 
GB.limS V 
AND IV 
batch 
loaf 
pad.clle 
peck 
plaU: 
-DIS VII 
Atm VIII 
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wlatp 
scrub 
awitea 
tackle 
CHAPTER IV 
'ANALYSIS 1 OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. Analysis 
The purpose of this study was to determine the variety of mean-
i:a&s and concepts for three hUildred multi-meaninc words as -given by 
children in Grades IV 1 V, and VI; to ascertain the words presenti.Dc 
the least difficulty and the words presentinc the most difficulty in 
interpretation; and to check for growth of meaninc from grades four 
thro"Q&h s 1:1:. 
Due to the small number of cases behind each word (20 cases for 
each cr,ade, 60 in all) the following observations indicate a trend 
ra. ther tban any thine conclusive. 
TABLE I 
VARIATIONS OF DEFINITIONS 
OF THREE HUNDRED WORDS 
The followinc table lists those multi-meaninc words selected for 
the basic list and gives the variety of definitions as used by the 
children. The table is divided by grades and gives the number of 
children us~ eaCh definition in each grade. 
Listed under "Attempts" are the unsatisfactory or incorrect 
uses of the stimuli word. "Omissions• represents a failure to re-
spond to the stimuli word. There are twenty individual responses 
to the stimuli word recorded f15()ach grade level. 
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The table was arranged so that the m•ninge are listed accordiJlc 
to their prevalence of use with the most frequent usage coming 
first. 
. : . 
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ACCOUNT 
bank deposits 
TABLE I 
VARIATIONS OF DEFINITIONS 
OF THREE HUNDRED WORDS 
a reckoning, calculation, enumeration 
a reckoning of charged purchases and credits 
rendered periodically (as groceries) 
explanatory of some event 
(reason, motive, on no account) 
statement, report 
Attempts 
Omissions 
a division of a play; a part of a program 
to perform, as an actor 
to perform, to do 
a performance, a deed 
Attempts 
Omissions 
ACTIVE 
brisk, lively, enercetic 
busy 
productive 
Attempts 
Omissions 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
6 4 
1 9 
6 3 
3 
0 0 
0 1 
5 0 
15 5 
3 11 
0 2 
0 1 
1 0 
1 1 
10 16 
4 3 
0 0 
1 0 
5 1 
9 
4 
2 
1 
1 
3 
0 
8 
6 
3 
2 
0 
1 
7 
5 
1 
5 
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ADDRESS 
T.Al3L!l I 
(Continued) 
a person's place of residence 
directions for delivery of a letter, package, etc. 
(on outside) 
to make a speech 
ADMISSION 
fee paid for entrance 
permission or right to enter 
Attempts 
Omissions 
that part of the duration of a being or thing 
between its beginning and the present 
latter part of life; state of being old 
the time of life at which particular powers 
or qualifications become vested 
to grow older 
the lifetime -- whole duration of a being 
a long time 
Attempts 
medical treatment (first aid) 
help, assistance, relief 
to give support, to assist 
GRA.DES 
IV V VI 
20 19 17 
0 1 2 
0 0 1 
11 11 15 
1 4 1 
1 1 0 
7 4 4 
16 16 15 
0 2 0 
0 0 2 
0 0 2 
0 1 0 
1 0 0 
3 1 1 
6 2 12 
5 9 5 
3 4 3 
a helper, an assistant 
Attempts 
Omissions 
APPEA.L 
to seem attractive 
to pray, petition 
to decide a question 
TA:BLE I 
(Continued) 
transfer of a case from a lowar to a higher court 
to aid, support 
Attempts 
Omissions 
APRON 
an article of dress worn to protect clothing 
Omissions 
an upper limb 
a side piece of a chair 
to supply with weapons 
Attempts 
Omissions 
ATTEND 
to be present 
to pay attention 
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GRA.DES 
IV V VI 
0 4 0 
4 1 0 
2 0 0 
5 4 8 
0 4 1 
0 0 
0 0 1 
1 0 0 
6 9 8 
8 1 
19 19 20 
1 1 0 
17 19 18 
0 0 l 
0 1 0 
2 0 l 
1 0 0 
7 13 15 
2 3 1 
to care for 
to apply oneself 
Attempts 
Omissions 
BADGE 
TJJ3LE I 
(Continued) 
a distinctive mark or token worn on the person 
Attempts 
Omissions 
a company of musicians 
a thin flat strip of material 
a troop, body of armed men 
a tie 
Attempts 
Omissions 
~ (s) 
an establishment for custody, loan, issue, 
or exchange of money 
rising ground borderin£ lake, river sea 
a steep slope, as of a hill 
to deposit money, to have an account with a bank 
Omissions 
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GRA.DES 
IV V VI 
0 1 
1 0 0 
3 4 3 
5 0 0 
13 16 16 
4 1 2 
3 3 2 
13 15 18 
4 4 0 
1 0 2 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
1 0 0 
12 13 12 
2 6 3 
1 1 2 
1 0 3 
4 0 0 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
the toU€h external covering of stem or root 
characteristic noise of dog or similar noise 
to make the noise as of a dog 
Attempts 
the goal in various i:&mes 
the bottom of anything 
a storage place for supplies 
the main i~redien t 
Attempts 
Omissions 
BATTERY 
an apparatus for produciDg electricity 
a part of army (artillery) 
the unlawful beating of another 
Attempts 
Omissions 
water between two headlands 
a kind of window 
Attempts 
Omissions 
GRA.DES 
IV V VI 
14 11 13 
2 2 6 
3 5 1 
l 2 0 
13 14 
1 3 
1 2 
1 0 
3 1 
1 0 
9 
5 
3 
0 
2 
1 
13 17 17 
0 1 l 
0 1 0 
3 0 0 
4 1 2 
14 18 15 
0 0 1 
5 2 4 
1 0 0 
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TABLE I 
(Continued) 
GRA.DES 
IV v VI 
a bent thi~ or a part of anything, as of 
a river, road, ete. 3 2 0 
Attempts 2 1 1 
Omissions 1 1 0 
~ 
to eut with the teeth 10 11 15 
a mouthful 6 7 4 
Attempts 4 2 0 
Omissions 0 0 1 
::SLANX 
empty 16 14 15 
a paper to be filled in 3 2 2 
a dazed look 0 0 1 
Attempts 1 3 2 
Omiuions 0 1 0 
::SLA.NKET 
a bed covering 17 18 20 
to eover as with a blanket 0 1 0 
Attempts 1 1 0 
Omissions 2 0 0 
::BLOCK 
a solid pieee 11 15 5 
a row of buildings 6 2 5 
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TABLE I 
( Contmued) GRADES 
IV v VI 
to hinder 2 1 4 
a mold 0 0 2 
to outline roughly 0 1 0 
Attempts 1 1 3 
Omissions 0 0 1 
:BLOOM 
the flowering state (are in bloom) 5 8 10 
to blossom, to flower 10 7 2 
a blossom - usually collectively 0 4 2 
to issue like thebloom on a flower 0 0 1 
Attempts 3 0 3 
Omlssions 1 2 
to send forward by a current of air 17 18 13 
a hard stroke 0 1 3 
Attempts 1 1 4 
Omissions 2 0 0 
:SOARD 
a piece of sawed lumber 16 18 15 
a blackboard l 0 l 
a table for food, especially when spread 0 0 l 
to go on board a ship 0 0 1 
Attempts 1 1 1 
Omissions 2 1 1 
. --------·-· 
;§QQ! (S) 
a covering for the foot 
Attempts 
to weary by dullness 
a tiresome person or affair 
to make a hole 
a hole made by boring 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
to carr,y (past tense of bear) 
Attempts 
Omissions 
BOTTOM 
the lowest part of anything 
the foundation 
the bed of a body of water 
Attempts 
Omissions 
BOUND 
certain, determined 
ready to go, having started 
inseparable from, tied 
to leap or spring lightly 
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GBADES 
IV V VI 
20 18 20 
0 2 0 
7 7 8 
3 2 4 
0 3 
1 0 1 
0 1 0 
4 6 
5 
12 15 12 
1 3 4 
4 1 3 
1 1 1 
2 0 0 
4 9 10 
5 2 3 
3 4 
1 l 0 
TABLE I 
( Continued) 
made fast between covers, as a book 
.Atte:npts 
Omissions 
a weapon used to propel arrows 
a ribbon 
to make a bow 
an inclina. tion of head or body 
the forward part of a vessel 
an appliance used in playing violin 
.A.ttempts 
Omissions 
a deep dish 
to roll a ball 
.Attempts 
Omissions 
I!BIDGE 
a structure built across a river 
a card game 
.A.ttempts 
Omissions 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
1 0 1 
3 3 1 
4 1 
9 5 8 
3 5 8 
4 l 3 
0 4 1 
1 1 0 
0 l 0 
0 
1 1 0 
17 18 17 
1 1 2 
1 1 1 
1 0 0 
15 18 18 
0 0 1 
2 1 1 
3 1 0 
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:BRIEF 
short in extent 
concise; terse, abrupt 
T.A:BLE I 
(Continued) 
a short statement1 oral or written - a summary 
a plan or outline of arcument 
to make short; to abridge 
Attempts 
Omissions 
BRUSH 
a device used for cleaning 
to stroke the hair 
to pass lightly 
branches cut from trees 
a thicket of shrubs 
Attempts 
Omissions 
a male animal 
Attempts 
Omissions 
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GRA.DES 
IV V VI 
8 5 7 
0 5 
1 1 3 
0 0 3 
0 0 1 
9 7 4 
2 0 
8 11 5 
0 4 13 
9 4 0 
0 l 0 
l 0 0 
1 0 2 
1 0 0 
17 19 16 
0 0 1 
0 0 
3 1 1 
TABLE I 
(Continued) GRADES 
IV V VI 
a place for recreation 16 14 9 
to stay or live temporarily in tents or similar shelter 1 3 8 
a camp site 0 1 3 
Attempts 3 1 0 
Omissions 0 1 0 
a recta~r piece of paper 
games (devise used for playing cames) 
Attempts 
Omissions 
CABRIAGE 
a wheeled vehicle for carrying children, dolls 
a wheeled vehicle 
.Attempts 
Omissions 
a container 
an argument or basis of an argument 
the history of a disease or injury, or patient h~self 
a condition; state of being; situation 
a special set of circums~ces 
.Attempts 
Omissions 
16 15 11 
3 5 6 
0 0 3 
1 0 0 
12 11 12 
7 8 6 
0 0 1 
1 1 1 
17 14 10 
0 2 3 
1 1 2 
0 1 1 
l 0 0 
0 2 3 
1 0 1 
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to throw 
the cast of a play 
a rigid surgical dressing 
TAJ3LE I 
(Continued) 
to assi€D- the parts of a play 
to veer or turn (nautical) 
a mold or form 
Attenpts 
Omissions 
CATCH 
to seize 
to attract 
an amount of fish caught 
to be in time 
Omissions 
CENTURY 
a period of a hundred years 
a sequence or group of a hundred 
Attempts 
Omissions 
CHANGE 
to make different by substituting 
money returned after purchasing 
GBADES 
IV v VI 
6 8 3 
4 4 9 
2 6 2 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
6 1 2 
2 0 2 
18 17 16 
0 0 4 
0 2 0 
0 1 0 
2 0 0 
7 16 11 
0 0 6 
5 3 3 
8 1 0 
8 3 10 
6 2 4 
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small coins taken together 
to alter 
a variation 
T.aLE I 
(Continued) 
to pass from one place to another 
Attempts 
Omissions 
CHECK 
to test for accuracy 
an order on a bank for money 
a mark 
to deposit for safe keepiDg 
a bill for meals 
Attempts 
the lower extremity of the face below the mouth 
Attempts 
Omissions 
to cut 
a small piece of meat with a bone 
Attempts 
Omissions 
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GRA.DES 
IV V VI 
2 4 4 
0 6 1 
1 0 
0 0 
2 1 0 
1 0 1 
9 6 11 
6 9 6 
4 2 1 
0 2 1 
0 0 1 
1 1 0 
19 17 19 
1 2 0 
0 1 1 
16 17 16 
1 2 0 
2 1 1 
1 0 3 
CLASS 
a boty of students 
T.A:BLE I 
(Co:atinued) 
to be grouped, to fall into a class 
a group having common status 
Attem-pts 
CLEAR 
bright, unclouded 
free from burden, l~itation 
clean, pure 
easily understood 
without limitations, wholly, entirely 
Attempts 
Omissions 
a number of persons united for a common benefit 
a heavy stick 
a building or room 
the name of a card suit 
Attempts 
Omissions 
COACH 
a closed four wheeled carriage 
an athletic instructor 
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GRADES 
IV V VI 
18 18 17 
1 0 2 
1 0 0 
0 2 1 
8 7 7 
7 5 5 
2 1 5 
0 3 1 
0 3 1 
2 1 1 
1 0 0 
11 12 14 
5 3 3 
1 1 3 
1 o ·o 
0 3 0 
2 1 0 
11 7 5 
2 10 8 
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TABLE I 
(Continued) 
GP..A.DES 
IV v VI 
an ordinary rajlroad passen&er car 1 2 2 
to instruct 2 0 2 
Attempts 2 0 3 
Omissions 2 1 0 
COAST 
the seashore or l.an~ near it 10 13 12 
to slide down hill 6 2 4 
to ride along without power 0 l 0 
Attempts 1 2 4 
Omissions 3 2 0 
COATS 
an outer garment 19 19 20 
the external growth on animals 0 1 0 
Attempts 1 0 0 
COMMAND 
an order 5 11 11 
to order 9 0 5 
to control, to rule 2 2 2 
to act as a leader 2 3 l 
mastery 0 1 0 
Attempts 1 1 1 
Omissions 1 2 0 
COMMOU 
usual, frequent 
ave:xage in rank 
a tract of public land 
low, vuJ.&ar 
shared by more than one 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
nouns both masculine and feminine 
Attempts 
Omissions 
COMPANY 
euests 
a business firm 
a group of persons assembled 
a body of soldiers 
Attempts 
Omissions 
CONTRACT 
a legal agreement 
to draw together 
to enter upon an agreement 
Attempts 
Qnissions 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
4 
2 
1 
0 
1 
0 
4 
8 
8 
10 
0 
0 
0 
2 
9 10 
0 5 
4 1 
3 2 
3 0 
0 1 
1 1 
0 0 
9 
7 
2 
0 
2 
0 
6 
9 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 14 14 
1 0 2 
0 0 1 
10 5 2 
8 1 1 
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TAJ3LE I 
(Continued) 
i GBA.DES i! I 
IV v VI ': 
CORNER 
an a~le 6 15 6 
an intersection of streets 8 4 13 
a nook, secluded place 1 0 0 
Attempts 4 1 1 
Omissions 1 0 0 
COUNT 
to name one by one 19 19 18 
a nobleman 0 1 1 
to consider 1 0 0 
Attempts 0 0 1 
COURSE 
a series of studies 4 3 7 
a path 4 4 3 
a method of procedure 0 7 4 
(of course, certainly) 7 0 2 
a part of a meal served at one time 0 0 1 
Attempts 2 5 1 
Omissions 3 1 2 
il 
,, 
COURT 
a chamber of justice 14 19 16 
a space for playing games with a ball 0 0 2 
··-
.lttempts 
Omissions 
COVER 
T.A:BLE I 
(Continued) 
anything placed about or over another thing 
to place or spread something over 
a shelter, a protection 
to conceal, shield or screen 
Attempts 
the rich, oily, yellowish part of milk 
a dessert or sweet 
a pale yellow color 
Attempts 
Omissions 
CREDIT 
time given for payment 
char.acter, a good reputation 
the right side of an acco'Wlt 
to believe, trust, have confidence, have financial 
standing 
the acknowledgement of ownership 
the completion of a course of study 
.lttempts 
Omissions 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
3 1 1 
3 0 1 
9 9 9 
5 6 6 
4 0 
1 
1 1 3 
13 16 14 
7 2 5 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 
4 
10 
3 
6 
3 
0 
0 
2 
4 
7 
5 
5 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
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a harvest 
J.ttem-nts 
Omissions 
CROSS 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
to move or pass from one place to another 
to be in a state of bad humor 
a device or emblem, horizontal bar on vertical rod 
a structure used to execute criminals 
to cancel, to erase 
.Attempts 
CRO!Q 
a large number of persons, a throDg 
to press, to push or drive on 
a larie number of things together 
.Attempts 
CROJN 
a royal or imperial headdress 
to invest with royalty - to enthrone 
to top, cap, or surmount 
Attempts 
Omissions 
7:1 
GB1DES 
IV V VI 
17 19 17 
2 0 3 
1 1 0 
11 8 13 
6 8 4 
1 1 1 
0 1 1 
0 1 0 
2 1 1 
18 17 20 
0 2 0 
0 1 0 
2 0 0 
14 17 14 
2 0 6 
1 0 0 
2 3 0 
1 0 0 

a private armngement 
a portion a part 
to trade 
to inflict or deliver 
Attempts 
Omissions 
far down 
a great body of water 
absorbed 
dark, rich 
Attempts 
a division of a thermometer 
a scholastic degree 
T.A.BLE I 
(Continued) 
a rank or grade of social advancement 
a point or grade marking relative quality or intensity 
a steplike member of a series 
Attempts 
Om.issio:as 
a pier 
GRA.DES 
IV V VI 
4 2 2 
2 4 1 
2 2 2 
1 0 1 
3 1 0 
2 0 0 
18 19 17 
1 0 2 
0 1 
1 0 
0 0 
7 12 
1 1 
0 0 
0 1 
0 0 
7 2 
5 4 
0 
0 
1 
5 
3 
2 
1 
1 
3 
5 
15 17 14 
,, 
II 
j\ 
il 
il 
to tie up to a pier 
Attempts 
Omissions 
DOUBLE 
twice as much 
a duplicate 
folded over 
being in pairs 
quickly (on the double) 
Attempts 
Omissions 
W.Fl' 
a stream of air 
TA:BLE I 
(Continued) 
a method of recruiting soldiers 
Attempts 
Omissions 
to draw slowly 
Attempts 
Omissions 
DBA.GQN 
a fabulous animal 
Attempts 
Omissions 
GBJ.DES 
IV V VI 
2 2 6 
2 1 0 
1 0 0 
7 10 8 
8 2 3 
3 2 3 
0 3 0 
0 0 1 
1 2 3 
1 1 2 
12 13 13 
1 4 5 
3 2 1 
4 1 1 
18 18 17 
0 1 3 
2 1 0 
13 18 18 
1 0 1 
6 2 l 
··w 
to sketch 
to pull or drag 
to select or obtain 
a game ending in equal score 
Attempts 
Omissions 
DRIFT 
a snow drift or sand drift 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
to float or be driven along as by current 
anything wasbed ashore and left stranded 
the act or motion of drifti~ 
t~ directioa of driftinc movement 
Attempts 
Omissioas 
DRILL 
a tool 
to drill a hole 
thorough training by repititioa 
training soldiers 
Attempts 
Omissions 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
16 19 14 
1 0 4 
1 0 1 
0 0 1 
1 1 0 
1 0 0 
6 8 
2 6 
3 2 
0 2 
2 0 
3 1 
4 1 
5 10 
6 7 
7 1 
0 0 
1 2 
1 0 
6 
6 
4 
0 
0 
3 
1 
9 
3 
4 
3 
0 
l 
75 
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IDLE I 
( Coatinued) 
GRADES 
IV v VI 
• 
DROPPED 
to let fall 19 14 19 
to sink iato lower position 0 4 0 
to discontinue 0 1 0 
Omissions 1 1 1 
~ 
a musical instrument 18 20 19 
a part of the ear 0 0 1 
a noise caused by bea tiD.& 1 0 0 
Attempts l 0 0 
1IQg 
a •terfowl - swimming bird (female) 19 16 11 
to dodge 1 2 2 
a quick dip in 1\&ter 0 0 4 
a pet 0 0 3 
Omissions 0 2 0 
EYE! 
including 7 6 3 
balaneed 3 4 7 
level, flat 1 3 6 
divisible by 2 3 3 1 
in spite of (even if) 2 2 0 
so much as 0 1 1 
.~== --'--~=- ---~---
T.A:BLE I 
( C<mtinu.ed) 
fully paid up 
calm, not •sily disturbed 
Attempts 
Omissions 
EXCHANGE 
to trade, barter 
Attempts 
Omissions 
UPRESS 
a system for prompt and safe transportation of article 
dispatched with speed 
to represent in words 
directly and distinctly stated - definite - clear 
Attempts 
Omissions 
an exhibition of many articles 
according to the rules 
ave~e 
showing no partiality 
clear 
having light or clear hue or color 
Attempts 
Omissions 
GlWlES 
IV V VI 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 1 2 
2 0 0 
13 16 17 
5 2 2 
2 2 1 
5 12 
8 4 
2 4 
0 0 
2 0 
3 0 
9 
4 
2 
1 
1 
0 
2 
1 
8 
2 
3 
6 
1 
0 
0 
0 
9 
8 
1 
1 
1 
0 
3 
5 
4 
2 
3 
2 
1 
0 
:I 
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(Continued) 
GBA.DES 
IV v VI 
FAITHFUL 
true or trustworthy 8 13 8 
loyal 2 0 7 
full of faith 1 2 1 
true in detail (accurate) 1 0 2 
a trusty person 3 0 0 
Attempts 3 2 2 
Omissions 2 3 0 
FANCY 
of particular ele@Rnce 17 16 18 
Attempts 1 3 2 
Omissions 2 1 0 
m! 
a S1D paid for a journey 10 12 12 
Attempts 7 7 5 
Omissions 3 1 3 
FAVOR 
an act of kindness 16 15 11 
approval 0 0 2 
to show partiality 0 0 2 
a sall gift 0 1 0 
Attempts 2 3 4 
Omissions 2 1 1 
" 
- -~ --++--~---~ 
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FEATHER 
an appendage of a bird 
T.Al3LE I 
(Continued) 
something having real or fancy (mech.) resemblance 
to feather 
to cover with feathers 
Attempts 
Omissions 
FENCE 
an enclosure 
Attempts 
Omissions 
FIGURE 
a form, shape 
a symbol representiDg a aumber 
to reckoa 
a diagram or drawi!lg 
Attempts 
Omissions 
a box or drawer for keeping papers 
to smooth or sharpen 
to lay away in order 
an instrument for fingernail care 
a tool (n) 
GRADES 
IV v VI 
15 18 9 
3 0 7 
0 0 2 
2 1 2 
0 1 0 
17 20 19 
2 0 0 
1 0 1 
3 10 
8 3 
2 3 
1 0 
3 2 
3 2 
3 9 
2 3 
0 2 
3 4 
3 1 
------- -- --
8 
5 
7 
0 
0 
0 
3 
3 
6 
0 
3 
··4-··~ 
I' ;I 
q 
1: 
I' 
<I 
'I 
IJ 
': 
to march i~ line 
Attempts 
Omissions 
TA'BLE I 
(Continued) 
to put or pour into ti!l no more can be received 
to furnisha, mpply to 
to stop up, plug 
to fill a blank 
to feed, satiate 
to occupy the whole of 
Attempts 
Omissions 
FINISH 
to bring to an end 
the manner or style o:f finishimg 
Attempts 
Oraissions 
not easily moved 
a business partnership 
steady or vigorous 
solid to the touch 
peeitive 
G:RA.DES 
IV V VI 
0 1 4 
5 0 1 
4 0 0 
12 14 17 
2 0 1 
3 0 0 
0 3 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 3 1 
0 0 1 
14 20 17 
3 0 3 
2 0 0 
1 0 0 
5 
2 
3 
2 
0 
6 
2 
3 
0 
1 
6 
3 
1 
3 
2 
TABLE I 
Continued ) 
to make or become fast, secure, solid 
Attempts 
Omissions 
FIX (ed) 
to repair 
to bribe 
Attempts 
Omission 
an emblem 
a plane horizontal surface, level 
deflated (flat tire) 
monotonous, uninterestiug (flat speech) 
positive - (flat refusal) 
a suite of rooms 
Attempts 
Omissions 
FLIGHT 
a trip by airplane 
passing through the air 
a continous series of stairs 
18 19 17 
0 0 1 
1 1 2 
1 0 0 
20 20 20 
15 15 12 
3 1 6 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
1 1 1 
,. 
H 
1 1 0 
10 14 11 
2 0 6 
3 1 1 
a hasty departure 
Attempts 
Omissions 
T.A.:BLE I 
(Continued) 
to lay one part over another 
Attempts 
Omissions 
affectionate towards 
greatly pleased 
doted on (fond scheme) 
Attempts 
Omissions 
the lower part of the leg 
a measure equal to 12" 
base, foundation, bottom 
Attempts 
Omissions 
FORCE 
to compel 
strength or energy 
power exerted on a person or tning 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
2 1 0 
2 2 1 
1 2 1 
15 19 18 
2 1 1 
3 0 1 
16 9 9 
0 1 7 
0 5 0 
4 5 2 
0 0 2 
17 20 18 
1 0 1 
0 0 1 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
9 8 6 
1 7 
7 0 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
any body of men prepared for action 
cause of the movements of bodies (physics) 
.Attempts 
Omissions 
an implement for use in eating 
a road opening into two or more parts 
a farm tool used for digging 
Attempts 
Omissions 
a blank for information 
the shape or structure of anytning 
a set way of doing something 
to develop 
a kind or species 
to constitute 
Attempts 
Omissions 
an unfair play of game 
filthy or dirty 
to collide with 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
3 1 1 
0 0 2 
2 1 4 
3 1 0 
18 17 14 
1 0 3 
1 1 0 
0 1 2 
0 1 1 
2 5 7 
4 4 4 
5 3 3 
2 3 1 
1 1 1 
0 3 0 
5 1 3 
1 0 1 
10 9 11 
0 2 0 
1 1 0 
83 
TABLE I 
(Continued.) 
foul territory in games (out of bounds) 
hateful 
Attempts 
Omissions 
an enclosure (picture frame) 
to surround or enclose 
to accuse falsely 
a structure 
Attempts 
Omissions 
given without cost 
having liberty 
not confined or restrained 
to set at liberty 
released from some duty, tax or condition 
Attempts 
Omissions 
a sport or amusement 
a. contest 
wild animals, birds 
84 
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GRADES 
IV V VI 
0 2 0 
0 l 0 
5 5 6 
4 0 3 
10 15 13 
5 l 0 
l l 3 
0 0 l 
l 2 3 
3 l 0 
6 9 !0 
3 9 t> 
4 l 3 
3 1 2 
0 0 
l 0 0 
l 0 0 
14 20 13 
4 0 5 
l 0 l 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
spirited, plucky, brave, ready 
Attempts 
GENERAL 
a military officer 
not specializing in any one thing 
indefinite, not specific 
universal 
whole 
Attempts 
Omissions 
a precious yellow metal 
gold coin 
the yellow color of the metal gold 
Attempts 
Omissions 
GRAIN 
a single bard small seed 
a s~11 amount 
chicken feed 
Attempts 
Omissions 
85 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
1 0 0 
0 0 1 
11 12 15 
5 4 4 
1 1 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
3 1 0 
12 16 18 
6 0 0 
1 2 2 
1 1 0 
0 1 0 
17 lb 15 
1 2 0 
0 0 2 
0 2 2 
2 1 1 
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TABLE I 
(Continued) 
GRADES 
IV v VI 
GRAMMAR 
grammar school 9 7 13 
the science of dealing with words 0 5 0 
the manner of speaking with reference to rules 1 1 2 
Attempts 3 4 4 
Omissions 7 3 1 
GRAND 
' wonderful 10 11 12 
great magnificence 5 2 5 
highest in rank 0 1 0 
one thousand dollars 0 0 1 
Attempts 4 4 2 
Omissions 1 2 0 
GRANT 
to bestow or confer 6 14 7 
to concede 0 1 3 
to give consent 0 0 3 
Attempts 8 3 5 
Omissions 6 2 2 
GRAVE 
a place of burial 15 20 16 
needing serious thought 0 0 1 
Attempts 4 0 3 
Omissions 1 0 0 
87 
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TABLE I 
(Continued) 
GRADES 
IV v VI 
GRIP 
a strong grasp 5 9 13 
to grasp firmly 4 5 3 
a manner of clasping hands 1 0 2 
Attempts 4 4 2 
Omissions 6 2 0 
GROUN1J 
the surface of t.lle eart.ll 20 18 17 
Attempts 0 2 2 
Omissions 0 0 1 
GUARD 
a person who guards 15 13 9 
to protect 2 4 7 
the act of protection or defense 2 3 3 
a posture of defense 1 0 0 
Coast Guard 0 0 l 
~ 
a sticky substance 19 17 16 
the flesh around the teeth 1 0 2 
sticq 0 0 1 
Attempts 0 3 1 
HABIT 
a repeated action 20 19 18 
Attempts 0 1 2 
-·-·- ··--. ·-
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HEIGHT 
a physical measurement 
the condition of being high 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
the highest part, summit, climax 
a high point or position 
Attempts 
Omissions 
to lie concealed 
the skin of an animal 
to conceal 
.A.ttempts 
Omissions 
HOLLOW 
empty inside 
a valley 
to scoop out 
Attempts 
Omissions 
sacred 
spiritually perfect 
Attempts 
Omissions 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
14 18 15 
1 0 1 
0 0 2 
0 0 1 
2 0 1 
3 2 0 
16 14 12 
2 3 2 
1 0 6 
0 1 0 
1 2 0 
14 17 19 
0 2 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
4 1 0 
6 
8 
4 
2 
9 10 
6 6 
5 4 
0 0 
89 
HONEY 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
a sweet sticky fluid made by bees from flower nectar 
"- term of endearment 
.A.ttempts 
Omissions 
a device for makiDg sound signals 
a musical wind instrument 
a part of an animals head 
a part of a saddle 
.Attempts 
Omissions 
INDEPENDENT 
free 
one who acts or thinks for himself 
a political party 
one who declines assistance 
.A.ttempts 
Omissions 
INTEREST 
an excitement of feeling toward some cause 
to affect, concern 
to engage the attention of 
90 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
15 15 16 
3 2 2 
0 3 0 
2 0 0 
6 16 10 
6 2 6 
3 1 3 
0 0 1 
3 1 0 
2 0 0 
5 3 5 
3 6 3 
1 0 1 
0 0 1 
4 5 4 
7 6 6 
12 9 9 
3 4 1 
0 4 
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TABLE I 
(Continued) 
a price paid for borrowing money 
advantage, benefit 
a share in any profit 
Attempts 
Omissions 
a kind of metal 
a tool used for smoothing 
to smooth 
a body chemical (iron in your blood) 
Attempts 
Omissions 
to associate oneself with 
to put together 
to en~ge in, as a contract 
Attempts 
Omission 
JOINT 
a place where things join 
a place 
Attempts 
Omissions 
GRADES 
IV v VI 
1 2 0 
0 0 2 
0 0 1 
2 2 1 
2 1 2 
5 16 8 
7 2 5 
7 2 4 
1 0 0 
0 0 2 
0 0 1 
14 14 15 
3 5 2 
2 0 2 
0 0 1 
1 1 0 
9 8 11 
4 7 3 
5 1 4 
4 2 
JOLLY 
jovial, merry 
express in& or inspring mirth 
Attempts 
Omissions 
an instrument for unlocking 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
a book containing solutions to problems 
a young goat 
a child 
a kind of leather 
to make fun of 
Attempts 
Omissions 
KINDLY 
humane, sympathetic, kind 
in a kind manner 
favorable, agreeable, genial 
please (kindly do this) 
naturally 
Attempts 
Omissions 
92 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
18 19 17 
0 1 3 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
20 20 19 
0 0 1 
12 14 12 
3 6 7 
0 0 1 
1 0 0 
3 0 0 
1 0 0 
9 7 3 
1 7 7 
3 5 
1 3 4 
1 0 0 
2 0 0 
3 1 1 
KNOCK 
to rap 
to strike a blow 
to make a pounding noise 
.Attempts 
Omissions 
to guide 
to be foremost among 
a heavy metallic element 
graphite 
a position at the front 
TA:BLE I 
(Continued) 
anything that acts as a guide or a clue 
Attempts 
Omissions 
a part of "' plant 
Attempts 
Omissions 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
14 1? 19 
2 2 0 
0 0 1 
3 1 0 
1 0 0 
11 
5 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
9 
2 
4 
4 
1 
0 
0 
0 
? 
6 
3 
1 
0 
1 
2 
0 
1? 19 19 
1 0 1 
2 1 0 
to unite in a league (as baseball league) 5 9 6 
an agreement of two or more parties for the accomplish-
ment of some purpose 0 0 4 
94 
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Attempts 
Omissions 
LEVEL 
having a flat surface 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
a horizontal line at which point measurements 
are taken (sea level) 
a certain position (to find one's level) 
to overthrow (bring to a lower level) 
to direct one's effort or comment 
honest 
.A.ttempts 
Omissions 
to raise 
an elevation 
to steal 
assistance 
a free ride 
.A.ttempts 
Omissions 
LIGHTS 
that which furnishes illumination 
daylight 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
3 4 
13 8 6 
14 11 12 
0 4 2 
0 4 0 
0 0 l 
0 0 1 
l 0 0 
3 1 3 
2 0 l 
15 16 15 
0 0 2 
0 0 l 
0 1 0 
1 0 0 
2 1 2 
2 2 0 
16 17 18 
0 0 1 
il ,, 
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bright 
to ignite 
to illuminate 
Attempts 
Omissions 
a long mark 
a succession of persons 
a rope or string 
a wire 
a boundary 
Attempts 
Omissions 
WLE I 
(Continued) 
a series of names, words, numbers 
to catalogue 
Omissions 
anythiDg taken up and carried 
a great deal 
to supply abundantly 
.lttempts 
Omissions 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 2 0 
2 1 0 
5 10 4 
3 8 6 
8 0 4 
0 2 3 
2 0 0 
1 0 3 
1 0 0 
19 19 16 
1 1 3 
0 0 1 
9 17 14 
5 0 3 
6 0 1 
0 2 1 
0 1 1 
T.A:BLE I 
(Continued) 
a shaped mass (of bread, cake) 
to lounge or loiter 
.Attempts 
Omissions 
to shut in tightly 
a fastening device 
a tuft of hair 
a wrestling hold 
.jttempts 
LODGE 
a house 
an inn 
a fraternity 
Attempts 
Omissions 
a piece of timber 
Attempts 
MA.IL (ED) 
to post 
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G:RA.DES 
IV V VI 
17 16 15 
1 4 2 
1 0 3 
1 0 0 
13 13 4 
7 3 14 
0 l 1 
0 0 1 
0 3 0 
5 12 12 
4 0 4 
4 0 2 
3 2 1 
4 6 1 
20 19 20 
0 1 0 
16 19 15 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
letters received through the post office 
Attempts 
Omissions 
the chief part 
a principal line or pipe 
Attempts 
Omissions 
a male human or animal 
belonging to the sex tbat becets yo~ 
Attempts 
Omissions 
a number registering pupil grades 
to put a mark on 
a stamp, figure stain 
a line to record position 
to make a mark (with a pencil) 
a target or goal 
a distinguishing sign 
a conspicuous object 
to notice 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
1 5 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
11 15 15 
0 2 2 
6 2 3 
3 1 0 
10 
0 
5 
5 
4 
5 
4 
1 
0 
0 
0 17 
8 0 
6 3 
6 0 
8 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
5 
0 
2 
0 
1 
:l 
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1 0 0 
0 0 1 
to grade 
Attempts 
Omissions 
MASTER 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
an employer, owner- of dog, etc. 
a presiding official 
a title of a man or youth 
a person skilled in a trade or an art 
parents 
to become skillful at 
Attempts 
MATCH 
a fire producing splint of wood 
a game or contest 
to be e:xactly like another thing 
exactly like another thing 
to intend 
ignoble or base 
to signify 
peevish 
to have in mind a particular reference 
stingy 
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GRADES 
IV V VI 
0 0 l 
2 2 
l 2 0 
ll 13 15 
2 l 4 
l 5 0 
2 0 0 
2 0 0 
0 0 l 
2 1 0 
13 18 16 
3 l l 
3 l 0 
l 0 3 
4 
8 
3 
0 
3 
0 
7 
0 
5 
5 
0 
0 
7 
4 
3 
2 
2 
l 
- ·~ 
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T.ABLE I 
(Continued) 
GRADES 
IV v VI 
Attempts 1 1 1 
Omissions 1 2 0 
MEANS 
bas the meaning of 16 8 8 
intends 3 3 1 
a method or system (way) 0 2 5 
Attempts 1 6 4 
Omissions 0 1 2 
~ 
a manufacturing plant 15 18 13 
to grind or cut 0 0 6 
J.ttempts 4 1 1 
Omissions 1 1 0 
~ 
the mental or reasoning power in man 7 5 7 
to obey 5 6 2 
to be concerned about 4 5 4 
to tend 1 1 2 
that which one thinks (tospeak one's mind) 1 1 1 
to notice 0 1 1 
to heed 0 0 l 
Attempts 2 1 2 

T.A:BLE I 
(Continued) 
MYSTERY 
a type of story 
something that cannot be explained 
a profound secret 
Attempts 
Omissions 
a slender pointed piece of metal 
the thin horny growth at the end of a finger or toe 
to fasten, secure 
Attempts 
Omissions 
NERVE 
audacity 
a cord like band t:ba.t connects parts of a body 
the power of endurance, pluck 
the sensitive pulp of tooth 
nervousness 
Attempts 
Omissions 
a mesh for catching fish 
i) '· ·. 
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GRADES 
IV V VI 
9 5 11 
3 15 5 
4 0 2 
2 0 2 
2 0 0 
13 15 15 
3 4 3 
2 0 1 
2 0 1 
0 1 0 
5 
2 
2 
1 
1 
5 
4 
15 
a 
4 
0 
o' 
0 
3 
5 
12 
5 
5 
4 
2 
1 
3 
0 
16 
T.A.BLE I 
(Continued) 
anything woven in loose meshes 
to strike a ball into the net (tennis) 
Attempts 
a short letter 
a brief memorandum 
a. musical sound 
to observe carefully 
Attempts 
NOTHING 
not anything 
a thing of no account 
OPERATION 
a surgical treatment 
a regular action 
a business activity 
Attempts 
Omissions 
ORDER 
to give an order for 
a commission to buw or sell goods 
regular arrangement 
1.02 
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GRA.DES 
IV V VI 
4 8 3 
0 0 1 
1 0 0 
15 13 12 
4 5 6 
0 1 2 
0 1 0 
1 0 0 
19 20 20 
1 0 0 
10 15 17 
2 0 0 
0 1 0 
3 1 3 
5 3 0 
4 5 5 
3 1 8 
7 3 
to command 
an authoritative rule 
conformity to law 
normal state (out of order) 
in order to 
Attempts 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
to arr.ange or press into a case 
a bundle tied up 
a full set of things 
a number of animals living together 
to send away 
to crowd together 
to fill in 
Attempts 
Omissions 
PADDLE 
to use an oar 
a short oar 
to spank 
the broad boards of a water wheel 
to wade in shallow water 
Attempts 
Omissions 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
3 2 4 
1 5 0 
0 1 1 
0 0 
1 0 0 
1 1 0 
8 10 6 
3 5 11 
1 1 1 
0 3 0 
l 0 0 
0 0 l 
0 l 0 
5 0 1 
0 0 
7 10 8 
8 7 
0 1 
2 0 
0 0 
2 l 
1 1 
8 
1 
0 
1 
2 
0 
103 
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a tropical tree 
the flat part of the hand 
an emblem of victory 
Attempts 
Omissions 
a cooking utensil 
a broad shallow vessel 
Attempts 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
a tract of land for recreation 
to place or leave for a time 
to move from one place to another 
to cause to move onward 
a narrow passage 
a free ticket 
to be progressive 
to change by degrees 
Attempts 
Omissions 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
11 10 
2 9 5 
1 0 3 
2 0 1 
3 0 l 
14 10 14 
4 9 5 
2 1 1 
19 12 13 
1 8 7 
11 14 5 
2 1 5 
1 2 3 
1 1 
3 0 0 
1 0 1 
1 2 
0 0 1 
II 
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T.A:BLE I 
( Continued) 
money given for services rendered 
to discharge a debt to 
to give an equivalent for 
to compensate 
to fulfill 
Attempts 
Omissions 
PEACE 
freedom from war or disturbance 
a state of rest or tr-anquility 
Attempts 
Omissions 
a dry measure 
the way a bird strikes with its beak 
to strike with a pointed instrument 
a lot 
to eat sparillgly 
Attempts 
Omissions 
II 
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GRADES 
IV V VI 
12 4 12 
0 10 4 
7 1 2 
0 2 2 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
1 1 0 
9 13 10 
4 1 7 
6 6 3 
1 0 0 
5 a a 
6 6 a 
0 l 
l 0 0 
0 l 0 
3 4 0 
3 l 3 
!i 
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an instrument for writing 
a coop 
a small enclosure 
Attempts 
a mass or heap 
TA.:BLE I 
(Continued) 
to fill load M throw in a heap 
a great quantity 
Attempts 
Omissions 
PILOT 
one who flies an airplane 
to direct the course of 
one who steers a ship 
Attempts 
Omissions 
a common or safety pin 
to fasten with 
a piece of jewelry 
a bolt or peg 
Attempts 
Omissions 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
16 16 18 
1 2 2 
2 l 0 
l l 0 
13 18 9 
3 1 6 
2 0 4 
1 0 l 
1 1 0 
14 15 17 
0 3 l 
0 0 1 
1 l 0 
5 l 1 
ll 14 11 
5 l 1 
0 0 5 
0 0 l 
2 5 2 
2 0 0 
i 
11 
1.06 
a cone-bearing tree 
the timber of the pine 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
to waste away from distress, anxiety, etc. 
.Attempts 
Omissions 
PITCH 
to throw 
a solid black resinous substance (boiled tar) 
a casting forward or downward 
pitch black 
a pi tell-fork 
Attempts 
Omissions 
PLAIN 
devoid of beauty or ornament 
easily understood 
a level ground 
homely 
unadulterated color 
not luxurious 
Attempts 
Omissions 
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GRADES 
IV V VI 
15 17 16 
1 1 2 
0 1 1 
3 1 0 
1 0 1 
10 16 17 
1 0 1 
0 0 1 
1 0 0 
0 1 0 
6 0 0 
2 3 1 
9 8 3 
1 4 
0 2 5 
0 1 
3 0 0 
0 0 3 
6 6 3 
1 0 1 
PLANK 
T.A:BLE I 
(Continued) 
a lo:ng broad piece of timber 
Attempts 
Omissions 
PLA.NT 
any vegetable organism 
to put into the ground for growth as seed 
a factory 
a sprout or sapling 
Attempts 
Omissions 
POINT 
the sharp end of any object 
to indicate 
the act of aiming 
an exact place 
a S!XQll cape or promontory 
a mark or dot 
Attempts 
Omissions 
a harbor 
a haven 
ii :108 
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G:BA.DES 
IV V VI 
14 17 16 
2 l 2 
4 2 2 
15 15 11 
4 3 6 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
l 1 l 
0 l 0 
9 11 ll 
0 7 5 
4 1 0 
1 0 2 
l l 0 
l 0 1 
l 0 1 
3 0 0 
6 14 15 
6 0 l 
the left side of a ship 
a wine 
Attempts 
Omissions 
an upright piece of timber 
to send by mail 
a station, appointment 
a military station 
TA:BLEI 
(Continued) 
to display in a public place 
Attempts 
Omissions 
PRACTICE 
systematic exercise 
frequent or customary action 
to do habi t1.1ally 
Attempts 
Omissions 
PRESENT 
a gift or donation 
being at a certain place 
at band or in sight 
to give formally 
i 
<\ 
" 
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GBA.DES 
IV V VI 
0 2 0 
0 1 0 
5 2 2 
3 1 
9 10 9 
1 4 2 
2 0 2 
1 0 2 
0 1 1 
6 4 4 
1 1 0 
17 16 7 
0 0 7 
0 1 2 
1 1 0 
2 2 4 
12 10 14 
2 8 1 
0 0 3 
1 0 1 
TABLE I 
( Continued) 
at this time 
Attempts 
Omissions 
PRESS 
to squeeze or crush strongly 
to make smooth 
a printing machine 
to move forward forcibly 
newspaper and periodic literature 
a compression machine 
Attempts 
Omissions 
PRIMARY 
the lower grades 
first 
election by voters of candidate of some party 
chief 
Attempts 
Omissions 
to drag or haul 
to tug 
to draw towards one 
li :1:10 
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GRA.DES 
IV V VI 
0 1 0 
3 1 0 
0 1 
6 10 5 
7 4 3 
1 5 3 
0 0 4 
2 0 1 
0 0 1 
q 
q 
:1 
,, 
li 
0 0 " 1 " ,, 
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4 1 2 
d 
!J I, 
n 
iJ 
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' 
4 6 10 
1 2 3 
1 2 1 
0 1 0 
4 1 2 
10 8 4 
10 7 7 
5 5 5 
2 6 4 
-
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to pluck 
Attempts 
Omissions 
T.A:BLE I 
(Continued) 
a machine for raising water or other liquid 
to free from water by a pump 
to raise by means of a pump 
Attempts 
Omissions 
QUIET 
still 
free from motion, disturbance, or alarm 
to become quiet 
subdued and modest 
Attempts 
Omissions 
a contest of speed 
to contend in running 
a match 
descent or lineage 
Attempts 
Ombsions 
!11_11 
r! 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
1 0 1 
0 2 1 
2 0 2 
10 11 8 
0 6 3 
4 3 5 
4 0 3 
2 0 1 
7 16 13 
3 4 3 
8 0 0 
0 0 2 
0 0 2 
2 0 0 
14 12 16 
3 5 3 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
1 0 0 
2 1 0 
a bannister 
a railway 
a wooden or iron fence 
Attempts 
Omissions 
RAISE 
to originate or produce 
to cause to rise 
an increase in salary 
to lift up 
to elevate 
to collect 
Attempts 
Omissions 
to gather by effort 
a garden tool 
Attempts 
Omissions 
BANGE 
western flat land 
a stove 
TJ.BLE I 
(Continued) 
il 
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GRADES 
IV V VI 
9 12 9 
8 6 8 
0 1 1 
2 0 2 
1 1 0 
9 4 4 
2 7 
3 3 4 
1 2 3 
1 0 
0 0 1 
4 4 1 
0 0 3 
13 13 8 
7 5 12 
0 1 0 
0 1 0 
11 12 12 
1 4 6 
jl 
,, 
a target area 
WLE I 
(Continued ) 
the distance to which a shot can be projected 
a rank or row 
Attempts 
Omissions 
position or station 
to grade 
a. row or line 
Attempts 
Omissions 
the speed at which anything is done or performed 
the price fixed or stated 
ratio or proportion 
compa~tive value 
appraise 
Attempts 
Omissions 
REGISTER 
to write one's name 
a cash box 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
1 1 
2 0 
0 1 
4 1 
1 1 
6 12 
1 2 
0 0 
5 2 
B 4 
10 12 
2 3 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
3 4 
5 0 
B 6 
1 5 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
7 
7 
4 
2 
0 
7 
5 
1 
1 
0 
4 
10 
6 
li 
'I 
:: 1.:14 
II 
\i 
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·I 
a book of records 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
a device for regulating air 
to show facial emotions 
Attempts 
Omissions 
REGULAR 
according to some established rule 
following a certain design 
permanent 
having sides or surfaces composed of equal figures 
or lines 
Attempts 
Omissions 
RELATIVE 
a person connected by kinship 
having or expressing relation 
Attempts 
Om-issions 
REQUEST 
to ask for 
a desire expressed 
a demand 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
0 0 
0 0 
1 0 
4 
8 5 
4 11 
6 1 
3 3 
0 0 
1 2 
6 3 
9 13 
1 2 
1 2 
9 3 
8 8 
2 
1 5 
1 
1 
0 
0 
7 
4 
3 
2 
2 
17 
0 
1 
4 
7 
1 
'I 
I 
I• 
--:r 
a petition 
Attempts 
Omissions 
RESERVE 
to arrange for in advance 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
to hold baCk for future use 
the troops kept for the support of an army 
that which is retained for future use 
to keep in store 
to retain 
Attempts 
Omissions 
sleep 
to cease from motion or action 
cessation from motion or disturbance 
remainder 
quiet 
Omissions 
wealthy 
abounding in money or possessions 
high-flavored 
!I 
i! 
;I 
GBJ.DES 
IV V VI 
ii d 
II 
0 
1 0 3 
8 3 3 
6 5 4 
0 9 4 
1 
0 1 3 
1 0 
0 0 
6 3 
5 1 1 
7 11 7 
9 5 6 
2 3 6 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
2 0 0 
9 7 13 
6 9 5 
1 1 2 
---=- :_ -___:__::__- --__ :_ ·~ 
fertile 
.A.ttempts 
Omissions 
ROAST 
tba t which is roasted 
to cook 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
to heat too violently or to excess 
Attempts 
Omissions 
a large mass of stone or stony matter 
any mineral deposit 
to move backwards and forwards 
to lull to sleep 
Attempts 
Omissions 
turning over 
a kind of fancy bread 
an official document, a list of people 
to rock 
J;ttempts 
Omissions 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
0 0 
1 0 0 
3 1 0 
10 12 9 
5 6 11 
0 1 0 
3 0 0 
2 1 0 
11 14 14 
4 1 5 
0 2 0 
0 1 0 
4 0 1 
1 2 0 
14 17 12 
1 2 2 
0 1 2 
1 0 0 
3 0 3 
1 0 1 
- - --- --
:1:16 
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ROUGH 
an uneven surface 
harsh, severe 
rude in character 
not polished 
a low coarse fellow 
Attempts 
Omissions 
ROUND 
circular 
a circle - sphere - globe 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
to go the rounds as on p:i. trol 
plump 
on all sides 
Attempts 
SCALE 
an instrument or machine for weighing 
small horny or bony plates covering a fish, 
certain reptiles and insects 
series of all the tones (music) 
graduated measure 
ascend by steps or by climbing 
Attempts 
Omissions 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
3 10 7 
11 6 3 
0 4 3 
1 0 1 
0 0 2 
2 0 3 
3 0 l 
9 15 10 
3 0 2 
1 1 1 
0 0 l 
0 l 0 
7 3 6 
10 12 
3 1 
1 1 
0 0 
0 0 
2 l 
4 5 
13 
0 
l 
2 
l 
2 
l 
,, 
il 1.17 
II 
SCORE 
the number of points 
to win 
a copy of music 
to notch with lines 
Attempts 
()nissions 
SCOUT 
TA:BLE I 
(Continued) 
members of youth organizations 
a person sent out to obtain and bring in information 
to act as a scout 
Attempts 
Omissions 
SCRATCH 
to wound slightly 
to llfl.rk the surface with something sharp 
to tear or dig with the claws or nails 
Attempts 
Omissions 
SCREEN 
a protective barrier or curtain 
the surface on which images are projected (motion 
pictures and television) 
GRA.DES 
IV V VI 
15 14 
1 1 3 
1 0 1 
0 0 1 
2 1 0 
4 1 
14 16 8 
3 3 6 
1 1 3 
1 0 3 
1 0 0 
8 9 7 
5 9 3 
3 2 8 
2 0 1 
2 0 1 
10 13 3 
7 6 11 
i 
i/ 118 
i( 
,, 
:I 
q 
'I II 
ii 
li 
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l1 
,, 
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TAELE I ! 
(Continued) 
GRADES 
IV v VI 
a coarse sieve 0 0 :3 
Attempts 2 1 2 
Omissions 1 0 1 
SCRUB 
to rub hard (washing) 19 18 16 'I ,,q 
il 
new players 0 0 1 
,, 
•I 
:I 
:! 
Attempts 0 2 :3 
,, 
II ~ I 
Omissions 1 0 0 
~ 
' d 
a carni vorou.s marine animal 12 11 13 ll 
:I 
to fasten with a seal 4 4 :3 II 
I ~ 
that which seals fastens 
,I 
or 0 4 :3 I 
i\ 
i 
an ornamental stamp :3 0 0 ll 
Attempts 0 1 0 
Omissions 1 0 1 
SETTLE 
to place or set in a fixed state 4 8 9 
to fret" from uncertainty 2 3 2 
to colonize 0 3 4 
to establish 0 4 1 
to cause to sink or subdue 3 l 1 
to marry and establish a home 0 0 2 
Attempts 6 0 1 
Omissions 5 l 0 
----
•t 
SEVEP..AL 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
consisting of more than two, but not many 
sundry 
Attempts 
Omissions 
SHARP 
having a very thin edge 
brisk, active, energetic 
steep 
Attempts 
Omissions 
SHELL 
a hard covering 
to separ.ate, to strip, to break off 
Attempts 
Omissions 
SHOOT 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
15 15 18 
0 4 2 
1 1 0 
4 0 0 
16 16 18 
1 1 1 
0 0 1 
2 2 0 
1 1 0 
16 13 17 
0 1 0 
3 5 3 
1 1 0 
to let fly or discharge with a sudden force as a bullet 11 17 13 
to strike with a shot 8 0 6 
Attempts 1 1 1 
Qnissions 0 2 0 
S!-IOWER 
a. spray bath 
a fall of rain 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
a party to give a nu~ber of gifts together 
to wet abundantly 
a fall of anything 
Attempts 
Omissions 
a mark, token, or symbol 
a visible representation 
to affix a signature to 
to ratify by writing one's own name 
to make a sign or s igna1 
an indication 
Attempts 
Omissions 
SIMPLE 
not mixed or compound 
plain 
lacking sense 
Attempts 
Omissions 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
9 7 8 
4 7 9 
2 1 
0 0 1 
0 l 0 
4 l 0 
1 2 1 
0 ll 8 
12 l 2 
4 6 4 
0 0 3 
0 1 1 
0 1 0 
2 0 
.2 0 0 
11 17 19 
4 2 l 
l 0 0 
0 1 0 
4 0 0 
TABLE I 
( Cont inu.ed) 
a receptacle in the kitchen 
to become submerged 
to decline gradually,to fall to a lower level 
Attempts 
Omissions 
SLIDE 
to pass smoothlf over a surface without leaving it 
a piece of play y::trd equipm~nt 
to glide 
a smooth surface of ice for sliding 
to pass inadvertently or unobserved 
to slip 
the fall of a mass of rocks or snow down a mountain 
Attempts 
Omissions 
to miss one's footing 
a kind of petticoat 
to glide or slide 
a small piece (of paper) 
to move out of place 
Attempts 
Omissions 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
13 5 
4 10 
1 
1 1 
1 1 
13 12 
3 3 
0 0 
1 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 3 
3 
8 
6 
1 
2 
l 
1 
1 
1 
12 
5 
1 
0 
0 
0 
2 
9 
8 
1 
0 
11 
4 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
10 
6 
3 
0 
0 
1 
0 
u 
;! 
'! 
d 1.22 
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SMART 
men tally alert 
qlishly dressed 
A. t tempts 
Omissions 
T.AJ3LE I 
(Continued) 
to make a. sharp, cracking sound 
to attempt to bite 
a fastening which closes with a click 
to break off suddenly 
an instant photograph 
to speak crossly, angrily 
Attempts 
Omissions 
SOLID 
firm, compact 
not hollow 
three dimensional 
unbroken 
Attempts 
Omissions 
II 1_23 
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GRADES 
IV V VI 
19 17 18 
0 0 2 
0 2 0 
1 1 0 
6 10 5 
4 5 4 
4 1 7 
4 0 1 
1 2 0 
0 0 1 
1 1 2 
0 1 0 
8 6 8 
5 6 4 
0 1 3 
0 0 1 
2 5 2 
5 2 
SPARE 
extr.a (spare time, etc.) 
held in reserve 
to give 
T.A:BLE I 
(Continued) 
to save a person from something 
Attempts 
Omissions 
SPIRIT 
a supernatural being 
nood 
energy and vim 
the soul 
Attempts 
Omissions 
SPOON 
an eating or cooking utensil 
Attempts 
Omissions 
SPORT 
athletics and games of individual skill 
outdoor recreation 
an agreeable person 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
9 2 16 
2 9 1 
0 4 0 
1 1 0 
5 3 2 
3 1 1 
7 10 5 
3 7 7 
2 1 5 
1 0 0 
5 1 2 
2 1 1 
18 20 19 
2 0 0 
0 0 1 
5 13 7 
3 2 7 
5 3 2 
amusement 
Attempts 
Omissions 
SPREAD 
to make cover an area 
to scatter 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
a cloth used for a covering 
a paste-like sandwich filling 
to publish 
an extension, growth 
Attempts 
Omissions 
SQUARE 
a figure with four equal sides 
an open space often used as a park 
to multiply a number by itself 
straight forward 
to balance 
Attempts 
Omissions 
STA.GE 
an elevated platform 
a form of transportation 
GRA.DES 
IV V VI 
0 1 3 
6 0 0 
1 1 1 
10 4 9 
1 4 5 
5 2 l 
0 8 0 
0 0 3 
0 l l 
3 l l 
1 0 0 
10 12 13 
l l 2 
0 l 2 
2 1 0 
0 l 0 
3 2 2 
4 2 1 
18 16 17 
1 2 3 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
a series of positions - one above the other 
Omissions 
STARE 
a post or strong stick sharpened at one end and 
fixed in the ground 
a post to which a person condemned to be burnt 
was secured 
a wager or pledge 
Attempts 
emissions 
STAMP (s) 
a postage stamp 
an official mark or seal 
to strike the ~oot noisily downward 
Attempts 
Omissions 
STATE 
commonwealth 
circumstances or condition 
Attempts 
Omission 
STEM 
the principal axis of a tree or plant 
Attempts 
Omissions 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
0 1 
1 1 
8 9 
0 0 
1 0 
9 7 
2 4 
16 17 
4 0 
0 l 
0 l 
0 l 
19 
0 
l 
0 
11 
6 
3 
16 
l 
3 
0 
15 
3 
2 
0 
0 
14 
2 
0 
2 
18 
2 
0 
0 
0 
19 
0 
0 
1 
15 
3 
2 
STIFF 
rigid 
not easily bent 
inflexible 
severe 
Attempts 
Omissions 
STOCK 
cattle (livestock) 
kept in stock 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
to take in or obtain supplies 
shares of capital in a corporate company 
Attempts 
Omissions 
STOMACH 
the principal organ of d~estion in the body 
Attempts 
Omissions 
STRAIN 
to injure by overtasking 
to filter 
to make violent efforts 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
5 10 9 
9 5 
0 0 4 
0 0 1 
4 3 3 
1 
9 4 
9 4 1 
1 1 4 
0 1 
6 3 9 
0 
14 18 19 
2 0 0 
4 2 1 
10 7 10 
4 6 4 
1 3 I 2 
-- r= 
a violent effort 
Attempts 
Omissions 
STRETCH (ed) 
WLE I 
(Continued) 
to draw out to a greater length or width 
to extend or expand 
the act of stretching 
to reach 
Attempts 
Omissions 
STRIKE 
to hit with a blow 
a cessation of work 
a baseball term 
am unexpected or complete success 
Attempts 
Omission 
STRING 
a small cord or line 
a cord of a musical instrument 
a series of things connected 
Attempts 
Omissions 
-~ ~ 
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GRA.DES 
IV V VI 
0 3 0 
1 4 
2 0 0 
6 10 8 
4 5 2 
3 0 5 
2 0 0 
4 3 3 
1 2 2 
4 13 7 
7 2 5 
1 2 5 
3 0 1 
0 0 1 
5 3 1 
16 16 16 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
3 3 2 
1 1 0 
-· ·- -~ - --- ··- ~-~ -- c i! 
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STUMP 
a part of a tree (cut) 
to defeat 
Attempts 
Omissions 
SWELL 
TA:BLE I 
(Continued) 
tiP-top, first r.ate, excellent 
to increase in volume 
a distended part 
to rise beyond a level 
Attempts 
Omissions 
SWITCH 
a device for connecting electric currents 
to change 
to move from place to place 
a small thin flexible rod 
a movable rail for transferring a railway 
Attempts 
Omissions 
to deal with or attack vigorously 
fishing equipment 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
16 17 
1 2 
1 0 
2 1 
17 14 
1 4 
1 0 
0 0 
1 1 
0 1 
8 11 
7 3 
0 4 
0 1 
0 1 
2 0 
2 0 
13 
4 
3 
0 
13 
2 
1 
0 
10 
4 
0 
2 
1 
0 
0 
9 14 12 
i':t29 
/! 
\\ . 
-=r--
3 5 4 
\i 
li 
il 
Attempts 
Omissions 
a children's game 
T.Al3LE I 
(Continued) 
something small attached to another 
a point of metal at the end of a string or lace 
to follow closely and persistently 
Attempts 
Omissions 
liquid secreted by the lachrymal gland of the eye 
rend 
to separate by violence 
a rent 
Omissions 
TENDER 
soft, fragile, delicate 
sensitive to inJury 
one who takes care of a person 
a vehicle attached to a locomotive carrying fuel 
and water 
affectionate 
Attempts 
Omissions 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
4 
4 
9 
9 
0 
0 
1 
1 
8 
3 
6 
1 
2 
18 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
15 
3 
0 
2 
0 
0 
11 
8 
0 
1 
0 
14 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
2 
4 
0 
13 
3 
3 
1 
0 
0 
7 
7 
2 
4 
0 
12 
3 
1 
1 
0 
3 
0 
130 
!i 
l ~ 
=!--

a sma 11 amount 
a road, route 
Attempts 
Omissions 
TRACK 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
the permanent way of a railroad 
a mark or impression left by the foot 
a course for racing 
a course or way 
to pursue by following the ma.rks left behind 
Attempts 
Omissions 
TP..A.IL 
a path 
to hunt or follow by tracking 
to draw or drag along the ground 
.A.ttempts 
TRAMP 
a vagrant foot traveler 
to tread upon forcibly and repeatedly 
the sound of tramping 
to travel over on foot 
a journey on foot 
GRADES 
IV V VI 
1 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
3 2 0 
10 12 11 
4 2 3 
2 2 3 
2 1 
0 1 l 
1 1 1 
1 0 0 
14 18 11 
3 2 7 
1 0 0 
2 0 2 
8 9 12 
3 4 3 
2 2 2 
1 2 1 
0 1 2 
i ~ 
I; 
II :132 
\i 
'I 
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,, 
to wander 
Attempts 
Omissions 
T.Al3LE I 
(Continued) 
an instrument shutting suddenly for snaring game 
to catch in a trap 
a snare 
to ensnare 
an ambush 
Attempts 
Omissions 
TREA.T 
a pleasure 
to pay another's expenses 
to care for medically 
to subject to some action 
to giv~ 
Attempts 
Omissions 
TRIFLE 
a little 
anything of little value or importance 
Attempts 
Omissions 
.: 1.33 
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GRADES 
IV V VI 
1 0 0 
2 2 0 
3 0 0 
13 15 11 
3 4 4 
0 0 
1 0 1 
0 0 1 
1 1 
l 0 0 
9 7 
4 4 4 
l 0 4 
0 4 0 
l 1 0 
1 l 
1 l 1 
4 1 8 
1 4 3 
5 8 5 
10 7 4 
·- -~ _-, ;j.·. 
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T.Al3LE I 
(Continued) 
GRADES 
IV v VI 
TRIM 
to decorate or adorn 8 9 9 
to cut 4 0 8 
to adjust 1 8 2 
Attempts 4 1 0 
Omissions 3 2 1 
~ 
a journey 16 15 19 
to stumble 2 2 1 
to make stumble 0 2 0 
Attempts 2 1 0 
TROUBLE 
a bad state 13 16 11 
mental agitation, distress or worry 5 3 4 
to cause inconvenience to 0 0 1 
Attempts 2 0 4 
Omissions 0 1 0 
Q§! 
to employ 1 17 8 
to utilize 13 0 7 
to exercise 1 1 1 
to occupy 1 0 2 
a habit 
an advantage 
Attempts 
WATCH 
a small time piece 
close observation 
keep in view 
guard 
tend 
Attempts 
Omissions 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
the alternate rising and falling of water 
a signal made by waving 
the curl in hair 
Women's Naval Auxilliary 
to brandish 
an undu~-tion 
Omissions 
wanting strength 
feeble 
Attempts 
Ornissions 
GRA.DES 
IV V VI 
1 1 0 
0 0 1 
3 1 1 
9 7 11 
7 0 4 
0 10 1 
1 1 2 
0 0 1 
2 2 0 
1 0 1 
8 9 
6 6 
2 1 
0 1 
2 0 
0 2 
2 1 
17 14 
0 1 
2 3 
1 2 
9 
3 
6 
1 
0 
0 
1 
9 
g 
2 
0 
WEAVE 
to form in loom 
to twist or interlace 
to work with a loom 
to practice weaving 
Attempts 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
to strike with a lash or rod 
an instrument for driving animals 
an instrument for correction 
to flog 
to beat (as cream) 
Attempts 
Omissions 
flexible metal 
telephone line 
to telegraph 
a telegram 
Attempts 
Omissions 
GRADES 
IV v 
2 16 
12 0 
0 3 
0 0 
6 1 
6 4 
6 8 
3 
0 3 
2 2 
3 0 
1 0 
17 19 
0 0 
0 1 
0 0 
1 0 
2 0 
',i 
'i 
-'-·"--=--r'F; == 
VI 
6 
7 
2 
1 
4 
8 
2 
3 
4 
2 
1 
0 
9 
6 
1 
1 
2 
1 
WRAP 
to conceal by enveloping 
TABLE I 
(Continued) 
to cover with something rolled around 
to roll or wind together 
a wrapper, shawl or rug 
something used to conceal (paper) 
Attempts 
Omissions 
il 1_3 ? 
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GRA.DES 
IV V VI 
13 15 4 
1 0 9 
0 0 3 
1 0 2 
2 0 0 
0 3 2 
3 2 0 
OBSERVATIONS FROM TABLE I 
Ta.ble I presents the basic list of 300 lll1ll ti-meaning words used 
in this study, and the various definitions for each word as given by 
the children for each crade level. 
In order to receive credit for the correct use of a stbaulus 
word the Child had to be able to: 
l. recognize the stUnnlus word, 
2. understand at least one correct meaning of the word, 
3. express this mean~ in a written sentence to clearly 
indicate comprehension of the meaning. 
Observations from Ta.ble I were as follows: 
l. Thirty-seven words, List l, had six or more meanin£! per 
word for all three grades. 
LIST 1 
lORDS HAVING SIX OR MORE MEANINGS 
bow firm model settle 
cast form order sign 
interest pack slide 
common lead pass snap 
credit level plain spread 
deal mark point tramp 
even master press treat 
fair mean raise use 
file mind reserve wave 
fill 
The many and varied meanings used by the children for these 
words seem to be an indication that these specific multi-meaning words 
bad been well enriched, and had become an int~ral part of the child's 
vocabulAry thro~h numerous real or vicarious experiences. 
2. List 2 shows the twent1 sipcle meanipc words which bad but 
one interpretation to all the children in the combined three grades 
who ~ve a correct meaning for these specific st~i words. 
LIST 2 
SINGLE MEANING WORDS 
apron drag fence leaf 
badge dragon flag log 
boots exehaD.i;e fold spoon 
chin fancy ground stem 
crop fare habit stoach 
Altho~h listed as multi-meaning words, the other meaniD.i;s for 
these words apparently were outside the child 1 s ~ediate experience 
at these grade levels. 
If these single concept words were presented to the child in 
another form such as a multiple-choice test or if the child were 
asked to give all the meanings heknew for the word, more concepts 
might have appeared. However 1 many of the concepts for these words 
are of a more specific, specialized nature and are within the adult's 
experience more than the child's. Examples of such words are: 
;r1_39 
:1.40 
an emblem 
an iris plant 
hard stone 
lone f ea there on certain hawks 
to droop 
to bring to a stop by s ii;na.l in& 
to convey as a message 
and 11 crop 11 
a :ta.rvest 
a riding whip 
a pouch in a bird's throat 
to cut off short 
to manifest itself unexpectedly 
where it can be seen from the variety of definitions most of the con-
cepts are those which are not an inte~ral part of the child's exper-
ience. The iris plant, and the bard stone might be known to children 
whose parents bad used the word, "flag•, in this connection. A riding 
whip, apouch in a bird's throat, and hair that was closely cropped, 
might all be familiar to a child who bad experience with the use of 
the word in these contexts but they would not be a part of the child's 
own vocabulary. 
--------~~----- -- --- ... _- --· ---
-~--- ---~---------- - ~ - - ~-- ----- -
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3. Eight words, List 3, bad no omissions and no incorrect uses. 
LIST 3 
WORDS HAVING NO OMISSIONS AND NO INCORRECT USES 
address flag no thine 
date match park 
These words it would seem were the words most easily recocnised 
and the words which presented the least confusing concepts. 
4. In List 4 the thirty-five words Which had some incorrect 
uses but no omissions in all three intermediate crades are noted. 
LIST 4 
WORDS HAVING NO OMISSIONS 
address cover habit order 
age cross key pan 
bark crown log park 
boot (s) date master pen 
button drum match round 
check flac mind trail 
class game net use 
coats guard note weave 
count BUDl nothiD& 
This list seems to indicate tba. t these words bad been easily 
recognized but had caused concept-ual confusions which hampered the 
child's ability to get credit for his response. 
--~ --- -------~ --- ~-----~-----~--- _.. ___ _ 
. -------- ~------------~-----~----- ---- -~-----
5. Tlae fourteen words havinc some omissions but :ao iacorrect uses 
in cr.ades 4-6 are found i:n List 5. 
address 
apro:a 
buk (e) 
catch 
LIST 5 
WQBDS HlVING NO INCORRECT USES 
date 
duck 
tlac 
pard 
ke;y 
list 
mat ell •v• 
Tllis mieht be i:adica.tive that some of tlaese words lilad (1) been 
recognized aJld k:now:n for m-.:niJI€, (2) had bea recopized bu.t ut 
known for mea:nil\1&, or (3) llad aot been reCOCJl.ised at all. 
6. The most difficult words from the standpoint of both word 
recopi tioa a.ad word meaai-c seemed to be those word.s ba.vi:ac ( 1) tea 
or more omissions, (2) ten or more iacorrect uses, (3) tea or more 
omiseio:as a:ad iJlcorrect uses ia tae combilled tlll.ree cr.ades. These words 
are found 1• Lists 6, 7, and e. 
LIST 6 
WORDS RAVIliG TJilN OR KOBE OMISSIONS 
admission fim male relative 
appeal cr.ammar primar;y request 
woatract cra-t rank scale 
credit i:ndepe:adent recister to.,;u.e 
curre:at leacue reCU].ar trifle 
degree lode• 
:142 
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LIST 7 
WORDS HA VI:NG TEN' OR MOBI INCORRECT USES 
app•l &:rand post 
attend c:rant :rate 
bay grip r-serve 
bum latch rcnmd 
bore holy shell 
brief independent spare 
cast joi.Jlt stake 
ce:atury uain stem 
contract male stiff 
decree m•ns stock 
fare nerYe streteh(ed) 
foad p•c• trifle 
foul plam w•v• 
graDIIIII.r 
appeal 
contract 
LIST 8 
WORDS HAVING TEN OR MORE OMISSIONS AND 
TEN OR MORE INCORRECT USES 
degree crant 
gra.nma.r independent 
male 
trifle 
The words in List 8 appeared to be the more abstract words of 
the list of 300 words used in this study, and the words not found within 
the experience of the majority of intermediate gr.ade children. If these 
words remain in the average spelling list of reading vocabulary they 
would have to be bro~t into and made a part of the child's experience 
throuch enrichment and more constant use and application. 
As mentioned previously, the recording of responses on the record ·~ 
sheets was influenced by the child's ability to recocnize, to comprehend 
the meaning of, and to write a meaningful original sentence for the 
stimulus word. 
Poor word recognition ability seemed to be a major handicap for 
the majority of children who made incorrect responses. 
A. sampling of the words tm t caused many of the reading confusions . 
is found in List 9. 
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i 
LIST 9 
STDiULI WORDS PRESENTING READING DIFFICULTIES 
StimuliB Read Stimulis Read 
Word 
...!:!.... Word ..J!!... 
appeal 
- - -
apparel lean lead 
attend intend lift - - - left 
contract 
- - -
contact league - not recognized 
court 
- - -
count net neat 
curve carve nerve never 
current - - - curmnt pass - - - past 
degree - - - agree peck 
(pack 
(pick 
dock - - - deck pin pen 
draft - - - drift pine pain 
favor - - - flavor plain plan 
feather - - - further plank plunk 
figure finger present - pleasant 
file - (fail property properly 
- - (fill 
fond - - - found pump pl-amp 
granrna.r 
- - -
~glamour grandma race - - - raise 
grant - - - (ciant range raac (greet 
,I 
rank rake I grave 
- - -
gave 
i ~catch (reverse latch reserve - (re-serve hatch hitch 
hatchet scale sale 
holy 
- - -
holly several - - seven 
knock knot sharp shape 
-- ---~-~-- - - === 
Stimulus Read 
Word ..!!,_ 
shell 
-
shall 
shower (show 
- (shore 
siDk 
- -
-
sick 
spare (share 
- (spear 
sport 
- - -
spot 
stake 
- - -
skate 
stem 
- - -
steam 
stiff 
- - -
(sniff 
( stu:f'f 
stock 6stork 
- (stack 
LIST 9 
(Continued) 
Stimulus 
Word 
strain -
swell 
-
tackle 
-
tip 
-
trifle 
-
trim 
-
watch 
weak 
-
weave 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
Read 
...!!... 
stain 
(81Dell 
(swill 
tickle 
trip 
rifle 
train 
wash 
wake 
- wave 
Once the st~ulus word had been recognised satisfactorily 
the next process of deciding upon a correct meaniug for the word 
seemed to be hampered by the confus.ions arising from (1) the 
homonyms, List 10, (2) the words which are a part of a compound 
word, List 11, and (3) the words used in DaiDes, brand Dames, and 
advertising, List 12. 
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Stimulus 
lord 
aid 
- - -
base 
- - -
beat 
- - -
course 
- - -
fare 
- - -
foul 
- - -
grip 
- - -
brief£!!! 
sunl!.!!!! 
LIST 10 
HOMONYMS CAUSING CONFUSIONS 
Stimulus 
Homo:nym lord 
a de heel 
-
bass main 
- - -
beet male 
-
coarse peace 
-
fair plain 
- - -
fowl roll 
- - -
crippe etake 
- - -
LIST 11 
COMPeUND WORDS 6AUSING CONFUSIONS 
crossroad 
boo~ 
broadS!!.!! 
bed.!:2!!. 
1.4? 
HomoDYJil 
heal 
mane 
mail 
piece 
plane 
role 
steak 
porthole 
LIST 12 
NAM!lS I BRAND NAMES I AND ADVERTISING NA.MES 
Names 
111rhip11 Wilson 
~ 
Blaze (horse's name) 
Gene:ra.l Grant 
Grant• s Store 
Grant• s Hotel 
Bay Street 
.!!!1! Street 
Maine (state of) 
Boston Post (daily paper) 
Grand Central Station 
Grand Ce.:nyon 
Home on the Ban'e (song) 
Miss. (abreviation for) 
---- (Mississippi ) 
Sunset Pass 
Eastern Point 
Brand Names 
Cake J&! 
Snow .£!:gp, 
Sun~ Mixer 
Tip Top Bread 
~ Bran Flakes 
Advertising Names 
Red Feather Drive 
DraG!,l 
Strike It Rica 
. - - ---· ··---- --- -- --------· ··--· ----- ··-- ----
------ ·· - - - ------ -- - ---------
Once these two processes, - word recognition, and the selection 
of a proper meaning for the word, - were mastered, the t~nsferriDg 
of the meaning to paper, although not always correct as to form, 
sentence structure, and spelling, seemed to present the least diffi-
cult step in the child's ability to give a meaningful orieina.l sentence 
which clearly defined or illustrated the mea.niDg of the stimulus word. 
TABLE II 
NUMBER OF CHILDREN USING EA.CH WORD CORRECTLY ·AND 
NUMBER OF DIFFERENT MEANINGS GIVEN FOR THE WORD 
The next table lists the words used in the basic list and gives 
the number of children using each word correctly as well as 
the number of different meanings given for the word; this is done 
according to grade level and as a total. It should be borne in 
mind that at each grade level there bave been a> individual re-
sponses to each word. The three grade levels combined yield to 
a total of 60 responses for each word. At the beginning of the 
study the ~estion was raised as to whether growth in meaning 
would. be evident from grade to grade. 
In the final totaling it should be remembered that there 
were 6000 possible correct uses per grade level, or a combined. 
total of 18,000 possible correct usages for the combined 300 words 
on the basic list. 
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T.lBLE II 
NUMBER OF CHIL:mEN USDTG EACH WOBD CORRECTLY AND 
NUMBER OF DIJI'l!DDT MlWHNGS GIVEN FOR THI WORD 
GBJ.DEIV GlWll v GlW)I VI 
NUIIlber of ll'\laber Nlaber of Nmber 1\T'IIIlber of Nlaber 
correct of correct of correct of 
usee ••niD£8 wsee aeaniace 118811 meaniw 
'! aCCO'Wlt 15 4 19 4 17 6 
I: 
[: act 
I· 
18 2 19 4 19 4 
J; 
II 
il active 14 2 19 2 13 3 
II 
!I 
address 20 1 20 2 20 3 
II admiaeion 12 2 16 2 16 2 I' 
·' i! 
I! 
:I ace 17 2 19 3 19 3 
.: 
I; aid 14 3 19 4 20 3 
app•1 6 2 10 3 10 3 
apron 19 1 19 1 20 1 
arm 17 1 20 2 19 2 
attend 12 4 16 2 17 3 
badf;e 13 1 16 1 16 1 
'band 19 4 19 2 20 2 
·c .ccc·iJ· - • · . ~ .. --,=-=== 
fOW,S 
11T1aber of NWII>er 
correct of 
••• aeani!.a 
61 5 
56 4 
46 3 
60 3 
43 2 
56 6 
63 4 
26 4 
58 1 
56 3 
45 4 
45 1 
58 4 
·~i 
tn 
~ 
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WLE II 
( Contillued) 
GBA.Dll IV GRAll V GBA.DI VI TOT.ALS 
H•ber of Nwnber llumber of Number Number of Nuaber Number of WU.ber 
correct of correct of eorrect of correct of 
gee M!!:lliy;! uee MeaaiKs uee Meal!lius ••• Mea:ni.Ka 
bank(s) 16 4 20 3 a> 4 56 4 
bark 19 3 18 3 20 3 57 3 
base 16 4 19 3 17 3 52 4 
battel7 13 1 19 3 18 2 50 3 
bay 14 1 18 1 16 2 48 2 
b-.m 12 3 16 2 17 4 45 4 
beat 17 3 19 3 19 4 55 4 
\eneil. 17 1 19 1 18 2 54 2 
be11d 17 4 18 3 19 3 54 4 
bite 16 2 18 2 19 2 53 2 
blank 19 2 16 2 18 3 53 3 
blanket 17 1 19 2 20 1 56 2 
blaze 16 2 16 2 18 3 50 3 
block 19 3 19 4 16 4 54 5 
_·;:- - --:--::--.·-::.-=== 
~ 
~ 
~ 
·:.-:;---_ -::.:-::::=:-:-.::.=::-:-=-:-::-...=-::·!t---:..-·:::::=:=:;._-_::- :::-- --
II 
I I 
I 
bloom 
blow I 
,I 
II board 
II boota 
II bore II 
II bottom 
II 
It 
bound 
bow 
if 
II ,, bowl 
II bride• li 
,I 
li brief 
' brush 
bull 
butto:a 
I 
I; 
1: 
! 
i 
i 
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GlW>J: IY 
N•ber of Nuaber 
correc~ of 
uaee mean ius 
15 2 
17 1 
17 2 
20 1 
11 3 
17 3 
13 5 
17 4 
18 2 
15 1 
9 2 
18 3 
17 1 
18 2 
T!BLI II 
(ConUaued) 
GJW)Jj v 
Nuiber of lluaber 
correct of 
uae1 ___ .11l•niu:a 
19 3 
19 2 
18 1 
18 1 
12 4 
19 3 
15 4 
17 6 
19 2 
18 1 
11 3 
20 4 
19 1 
19 3 
GRA.DJi VI TOTALS 
llUDlber of !lumber lltmlber of N'UIIlber 
co'l'rect of correct of 
ves ____ aa•aiaa u.eea •••1K• 
15 4 49 4 
16 2 52 2 
18 4 53 4 
a> 1 58 1 
16 4 39 5 
19 3 55 3 
18 4 46 5 
20 4 54 6 
19 2 56 2 
19 2 52 2 
16 5 36 5 
18 2 56 5 
17 2 57 3 
3) 2 57 3 
·-:;·c--o~--- ~-=~c-= 
~ 
tn 
~ 
·---=- ·.~_o_-=c~·cc·-==-.,--=,===c=--
,, 
II II 
II 
il 
:I 
I camp 
!! ji 
card 11 
II 
'I I! earria,;e 
:I 
1: case 
eaet 
ji eatch 
11 
>I ceatury !I 
il 
'I cauce i: 
I 
!I clMtak 
II 
chi a 
o:bop 
claaa 
clear 
club 
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TA.:BLJII 
(Con tined) 
G:Y,DJ! lJ GlU.DJi y ~-~u - -~ GBADJl VI row,s 
Ni:laber of Nuaber I'\JIIber of llullber N"Uaber of V.ber Number of Bsber 
correct of correc-t of correct of correct of 
••• aeaniua ••• ••niua use a IIMJliB.£1 uea lle&DiU:I 
17 2 18 3 3) 3 55 3 
11 2 ao 2 17 2 56 2 
19 2 19 2 18 2 56 2 
19 2 18 4 16 4 53 6 
12 3 19 4 16 5 47 6 
18 1 20 3 20 2 68 4 
7 1 16 1 17 2 40 2 
17 4 19 6 19 4 55 6 
19 3 19 4 20 5 58 5 
19 1 17 1 19 1 55 1 
17 2 19 2 16 1 52 a 
20 3 18 1 19 2 67 3 
17 3 19 6 19 6 65 6 
18 4 16 3 20 3 54 4 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~==#=-~-=~= =-~---==--~=--·oc=c=-c=- ~' 
QlW)J; IV 
II 
Baber ot Bunber 
oorrect ot 
II 
U_t__l_ ___ ll.J11MS 
!i coaeh 16 4 ii 
li coast 16 2 
,I 
coat( a) 19 1 
OOIIS:Dd 18 4 
co..o:a 8 4 
C0ap&J17 18 2 
eoatract 2 2 
ooraer 15 3 
eou:at 20 2 
course 15 3 
cour' 14 1 
COTer 19 4 
cream 20 2 
credit 6 2 
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TABLE II 
(CoaUnu.d) 
GBADI V GRADJl VI TOTALS 
BllJiber of llull'ber lfuaber ot Nuaber Nwaber ot B•'b•r 
eorrect ot eorrect of eorrect of 
Ullee meani:u:e ue_a ___ __.._niB.£• uses m•aiwre 
19 3 17 4 52 4 
ll 3 16 2 48 3 
20 2 20 1 59 2 
17 4 19 4 54 5 
19 4 19 5 46 6 
18 3 20 4 56 4 
14 1 17 3 33 3 
19 2 19 2 53 3 
20 2 19 2 S9 3 
14 3 17 5 46 5 
19 1 18 2 51 2 
19 4 17 3 55 4 
18 2 20 3 58 3 
14 4 19 5 39 6 
a.n 
a.n 
~ 
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T.ULI II 
( Coatillued) 
II 
:I GlWlF IV GBAJI! Qi!m; VI TOT.ALS 
I liuaber of lua'Der IUIIber of Buaber lumber of Nwaber BUilber of IUIIber 
I correct of correct of correct of correct of 
I 
ueee at&aiutl use• •••1M• U8._!l --.aiue ___ uee .. •••iK• 
II 
17 53 1 ,. crop 1 19 1 17 l I 
i' 
1: CrOBI 18 3 19 5 19 4 56 5 ii 
li 
,I crowd 18 l 20 3 20 1 58 3 
crowa 17 3 17 1 20 2 54 3 
cur:reat 9 3 15 3 17 3 41 4 
curve 13 l 18 3 ao 5 51 5 
date ao 3 ao 3 ao 3 60 3 
I d•l 15 6 19 5 20 6 54 6 
li deep ao 3 ao 2 19 2 59 4 
II 
II decree 8 2 14 3 12 5 34 5 
il 
dock 17 2 19 2 ao 2 56 2 
double 18 3 17 4 15 4 50 5 
draft 13 2 17 2 18 2 48 2 
drac 18 1 18 1 17 1 53 1 
~ 
~ 
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T.l:BLE II 
(Coatiaued) 
GlW)]i II GlWll y GMDI VI TOT'I.S 
li 
'I 
1: 
I' 
1: 
NUilber of Nuaber Nuaber of Nuaber Nllllb er of l•ber 1\111\er of :ar••r 
eorreet of eorreet ot correct of eornct of 
li 
,, 
uee __ •••1ue ..... _.-:a1ye 
-·· 
aeaaiw ..... .. :aiya 
dracon 13 1 18 1 18 1 49 1 
dJaw 18 3 19 1 20 4 57 4 
clritt 13 4 18 4 16 3 47 5 
drill 18 3 18 3 19 4 55 4 
drop (ped) 19 1 19 3 19 1 57 3 
dnua 19 2 20 1 20 2 59 3 
d:ack a> 2 18 2 20 4 58 4 
eTea 18 7 19 6 18 5 55 8 
excl:a;ace 13 1 16 1 '17 1 46 1 
expreea 15 3 20 3 19 4 54 4 
fair 17 5 20 5 19 6 56 6 
fat t:tl:f'ul 15 5 15 2 18 4 48 5 
faaey 17 1 16 1 18 1 51 1 
fare 10 1 12 1 12 1 34 1 
S; ~- ~o~~~~~-· ~ .-.~ ~~~-~~- ~- ·--c~• -• ····"~-•••• -~··•-•••••~~·-••••~~ 
. ~- ~t~-- -- ~--- -- ~--· --- (~!.!!) 
II 
II 
il 
ij 
11 
,I 
fa Tor 
f•tb.er 
fe:ace 
ficur• 
file 
fill 
fi:aiall. 
fim 
fix (ed) 
flat; 
flat 
flipt 
fnld 
fo:Ad 
GlWDl If ii4DI V GU.Ill VI !O'l'ALS 
Bwaber of B~er ~•r ot Buaber Wuaber of H~er Buaber of Juaber 
eo~••t of eorrect of correct of correct of 
ues ••:aiua usee IQIL•1u:e_ _ _ __ uaee •••ius ues •••"«• 
16 1 16 2 15 3 47 4 
18 2 18 1 18 3 54 3 
17 1 20 1 19 1 56 1 
14 4 16 3 20 3 50 4 
11 4 20 6 19 5 50 6 
19 5 17 2 18 2 54 6 
17 2 20 1 20 2 57 2 
13 5 12 4 17 6 42 6 
18 1 19 1 17 2 54 2 
20 1 20 1 20 1 60 1 
18 2 18 4 19 3 55 5 
17 4 16 3 18 3 51 4 
15 1 19 1 '"O .L. 1 52 1 
16 1 15 3 16 2 47 3 
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TJ.'BLE II 
(Co a tiJ&ued) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
t' 
I 
I 
il 
,: 
II 
:I 
,I 
II 
:I 
li 
li 
'I ! 
li 
Ji 
ji 
II 
'I 
,I 
(oot 
force 
fork 
fom 
foul 
fmae 
free 
cam• 
ceaera1 
cold 
pa.ia 
cram.sr 
era ad 
craat 
GBlDI IV GiA.Dil V QlU.DI Vl !O'l'.ALS 
N•b•r of lluaber IU~ber of l'•lter N''ID'ber of l'fua'ber lia'ber of l'lBller 
correct of correct of correct of correct of 
ua•• •••W• uaee •••iae ue• aeaai:aa uses . . aeaaiys 
18 2 ro 2 ro 3 58 3 
15 4 18 4 16 4 49 5 
ro 3 18 2 17 2 55 3 
14 5 19 6 '16 5 49 6 
11 2 15 5 11 1 37 5 
16 3 17 2 17 3 50 4 
18 5 20 4 ro 4 58 5 
20 4 20 1 19 3 59 4 
17 3 18 4 20 3 55 5 
19 3 18 2 ao 2 57 3 
18 2 17 2 17 2 52 3 
10 2 13 3 15 2 38 3 
15 2 14 3 18 3 47 4 
6 1 15 2 13 3 34 3 
-- .. 
aJ 
~ 
~ 
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I 
II 
II 
II 
IJ 
II. 
li 
+· 
czaTe 
pip 
pound 
prd. 
cwa 
habit 
:batch 
ll.eart 
la.e&T7 
la.ee1 
llet.cbt 
hide 
hollow 
llo1y 
T.A.BLIII 
{Co:atiaued) 
GBADI IV GBADI V GlW)I VI fop!.§ 
lhaber of Bmber BlDiber of !llaber B1aber of Number Bsber of l!TlBber 
correct of eorrect of oorreet of correct of 
usee •••iAn.~ _ueet ____ mea.a.Un_~ _ue• aea.JliJtge ua.ee m•aiKa 
15 
10 
20 
20 
20 
20 
13 
18 
19 
17 
15 
19 
15 
14 
1 
3 
1 
4 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
4 
2 
3 
2 
2 
20 
14 
18 
20 
17 
19 
13 
19 
19 
20 
18 
17 
19 
15 
1 
2 
1 
3 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
4 
1 
2 
2 
2 
17 
18 
17 
20 
19 
18 
13 
16 
19 
18 
19 
20 
19 
16 
2 
3 
1 
4 
3 
1 
1 
3 
2 
2 
4 
3 
1 
2 
52 
42 
55 
60 
56 
57 
39 
53 
57 
55 
52 
66 
63 
45 
2 
3 
1 
5 
3 
1 
2 
3 
2 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
lr 
0 
co 
~ 
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~ 
~ 
iit:DE II 
lhmlber of Number 
correct of 
usee aeaaiga 
leacue 5 1 
leTel 15 2 
lift 16 2 
11pt (a) 18 3 
liae 18 4 
list ao 2 
load. ao 3 
loaf 18 2 
lou 20 2 
lode• 13 3 
loc 20 1 
mail (ed) 18 2 
main 11 1 
male 10 1 
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TJ.'BLI II 
( Coatiaued) 
GMlll V 
Nmber of NUIII.ber 
correct of 
uees JUU.i!c• 
9 1 
19 3 
17 2 
17 1 
a> 3 
20 2 
17 1 
20 2 
17 3 
12 1 
19 1 
20 2 
17 2 
8 1 
GlWll VI TQTALS 
Number of lfllllber Number of Nuabe r 
eorreet of eorrect of 
..... •••i!c• .... .. Bl!.I:JliM' 
10 2 24 2 
16 4 50 6 
18 3 51 5 
20 3 55 5 
17 4 55 5 
19 2 59 2 
18 3 55 3 
17 2 55 2 
20 4 57 4 
18 3 43 3 
20 1 59 1 
20 2 58 2 
17 2 45 2 
17 1 35 2 
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'I TJ.:BLI II 
II ( Co2l Uaued) 
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OBSERVATIONS FROM ~LE II 
1. Ninety-seven words showed an increase of one or more meanings 
from g~des four to five, 128 words increased one or more meanings from 
grades five to six, and from grades four to six there were 125 words 
in which an increase of one or more meanings was noticed. 
The following,List 13,were the forty-three words which showed 
growth of two or more meanings from grades four to six: 
LIST 13 
WORDS SHOWING AN INCREASE OF TWO OR MORE MEANINGS 
FROM GRADES 4 - 6 
Number of Meanings 
Stimulus Word Grade Grade Grade 
IV v VI 
act 2 4 4 
address 1 2 3 
board 2 1 4 
brief 2 3 5 
east 3 4 5 
cheek 3 4 5 
clear 3 5 5 
company 2 3 4 
course 3 3 5 
credit 2 4 5 
curve 1 3 5 
degree 2 3 5 
duck 2 2 4 
fair 4 4 6 
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LIST 13 
(Continued) 
Number of Meanings 
Stimulus Word Grade Grade Grade 
IV v VI 
grant 1 2 3 
interest 3 4 5 
level 2 3 4 
lock 4 3 6 
mean 4 3 6 
mind 5 6 7 
mix 1 2 3 
pilot 1 2 3 
pin 2 2 4 
plain 3 4 5 
plant 2 2 4 
practice 1 2 3 
press 4 3 6 
rate 2 2 4 
reserve 3 4 6 
rough 3 3 5 
settle 3 5 6 
•icn 2 5 5 
slide 3 3 6 
solid 2 3 4 
spread 3 5 5 
atri~~C 1 1 3 
~ -~-
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LIST 13 
(Continued) 
Number of Meanings 
Stimulus Word Grade Grade Grade 
IV v IV 
swi teh 2 5 4 
tag 2 3 4 
tender 2 4 4 
trap 3 2 5 
watch 3 3 5 
weave 2 2 4 
wire 1 2 4 
2. Forty-two words showed a decrease of one or more meanings 
from grades four to six. The most noticeable were the six words 
in List 14, with a decrease of two or more meanings per word. 
LIST 14 
Number of Meanincs 
Stimulus Word Grade Grade Grade 
IV v IV 
band 4 2 3 
even 7 6 5 
fill 5 2 2 
master 5 3 3 
ranee 4 4 2 
slip 5 3 3 
:175 
3. Sixty words showed a gradual growth from grade to grade ia 
the number of persons respondinc correctly to the stimulus wor4. 
The following words, List 15, showed the greatest amount of growth: 
LIST 15 
WOBDS SHOWING THE GlW.TEST GBOlml II THE NUMBER OF PERSONS 
RESPONDING CO:BBECTLY F.B.OM GRADES 4-6 
Stimu.lua Word · Number of persons 
reepoDding correctly 
Grade IV Grade V Grade Vt 
brief 9 u 16 
century 7 16 17 
contract 2 14 17 
credit 6 14 19 
current 9 15 17 
primry 6 11 14 
rank 7 14 18 
4. Tae greatest growth seemed to come between crades four and 
five with 153 words showing an increase in the nwnber of persons 
reepondipg correctly to the et~us words. Only 69 words between 
crades five and six showed an increase. 
5 • .A. marked uwnber of words havinc no omissions and no incorrect 
~was noticed from crade four which bad a total of 24 words with 
ao omissions and no incorrect uses to grade five with 56 words with no 
omissions and no incorrect uses to grade six with 64 words with no 
omissions and no incorrect uses. , 
1_76 
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These observations seem to indicate that with improved reading 
ability, enriched experiences, social growth and maturity, came 
added coDfidence and widened conceptual values with subsequent in-
creased positive meaning scores from crades four to six. 
TABLE III 
~ULATION OF RANGES OF PUPILS FBOM HIGH TO LOW SCORES 
Table III gives the number of pupils per grade who qlll.lified as 
high achievers and the D'tlllber of pupils who were classed as low 
achievers, according to the scores on the Acomb Word Meaning Teat, 
with the totals for the three grades. 
H:lf;h Low High Low 
BoY! Boys Girls Girls 
Grade 4 578 486 668 356 
Grade· 5 761 476 754 365 
Grade 6 635 332 769 292 
Totals 1974 1294 2191 1013 
Total Total Total 
Hip Low No.of 
Pupils Pppils Pupils 
Grade 4 1246 842 2088 
Grade 5 1515 841 2366 
Grade 6 1404 624 2028 
Totals 4165 2307 6472 
2. Observations 
While tabulati:Df; scorea it •• decided. to jot clown any inter-
eating expressions, sentences or use of t&e atimulua word. as used. 
in a sentence. These •jottings" were classified into the followinc 
categories: 
1 • .Amua iDg expressions, 
2. SlaDe 
3. Influence of Social Studies, 
4. Influence of Radio, TV and Current Events, 
5. Consistently single conceptual usee, 
6. Interesting and Unusual uses. 
Amusing expressions were: 
I had my indepe:ad.ent out. 
Hay .!!!!!.!. you dopt you bankerchif. 
I have a re&ister in my stomach. 
The price of food is racieg. 
a nerve ho Indian 
Dorotey Lamour is a cramaar girl. 
SlaDC expressions appeared as: 
He passed out last nicht. wba. t in blazes 
I will crown you. knock your block off 
We all level wita each other. co 1!.!2! 
Your head is aollow. a sharp hair cut 
went to the Joint 
Social Studies showed its influence with: 
Mason and Dixon line 
~ (an old fashioned carriage) 
Mexican ]!,B!! fi&ht 
Chillese d.racon 
Poll1' Express 
People used to be put in the stocks. 
Indians stretched deerskins over poles. 
a cold 8 trike 
feather bed 
The iD.flue:nce of radio, TV, and. current events •• aoted in: 
Gene Autry is quick on the .i!:!:.!• 
We haven't been to a concentration camp. 
Have you read the current news7 
Tb.e draft board will give him a draft number. 
General Wac uthur got fired. 
Bussia can't get across the !!!!• 
The boJIS will !.!.e. up for the Navy. 
I li~ nstrike It ~"· 
~et procram 
tax forms 
crown Elizabeth 
defense stamps 
ill: (Red Cross) 
appeal (March of Dimes Fund) 
Red Feather 
-~- -- ---- -~ 
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Meanings which the children seemed to give consistentlY were: 
brush the hair and teeth 
~ the lawn, 7B-rd, leaves 
chop a tree (chop - as a piece of meat - was ,;iven but 
three times out of the sixty) 
first aid 
Interestinc and unusual uses of the words were: 
TlLe craftsman was carvinc the 5!.! of a table. 
He will read a E!!! brief. 
He will east a spell. 
~ - - a place where bad people go. 
Credit - - like getting apples for a product. 
Some people have double vision glasses. 
When someone is dying you ~J! them to a sheltered place. 
The old blacksmith files horseshoes. 
His tax .!2!!! was five p&.i;eB lone. 
Your mother's mother is your cr.ammar. 
You can make a dog l!!!!• 
MY friend is a master at hitting home runs. 
Stir the soup with the :eaddle. 
We used a butter paddle. 
The troops went thrO"Q&h the l!!!.!• 
The pull of gr.avity is very strong. 
The apples were in relative sizes. 
At the reqgest of the children the teacher read the 
question again. 
•I 
li j_SO 
il 
-- -- =c·==-=~:-: __________ ~ ---=-=-=-c=--c_ __ ~--~~~-"----- ¥,=---== 
I 
il 
We had a hot dog roast on the lawn. 
The shower of roses was beautiful. 
The boys will _!!e up for the Navy • 
.A. solid hit 
.A. ~ is a slip of identification. 
A man eatiD& tiger will !!!!:£ you apart. 
My mother's tender bands went across~ head. 
A boat is called a tramp steamer. 
A tramp is a person that isn't brought up r~ht. 
I have a wrist watch that resists shock. 
The riDgD~aster has a whip • 
.A. whip is to take dust out of rugs. 
. :1- - ---- --
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3. Conclusions 
A summary of the data is herewith presented. 
A. A total of 6472 children from crades four, five and six repre-
senting 31 communities throucnout six New En€land states cave 
various definitions for 300 multi-meaning words. 
1. Thirty-seven words bad six or more meani:ogs per stimulus word. 
2. Twenty words had but one concept per stimulus word. 
3. Eight words had no omissions and no incorrect uses. 
4. Thirty-five words had no omissions. 
5. Fourteen words bad no incorrect uses. 
6. Twenty-two words had ten or more omissions. 
7. Forty words bad ten or more incorrect uses. 
a. Eight words had ten or more omissions and ten or more 
incorrect uses. 
9. Reading errors, homonyms, compound words, names, brand Dames, 
and advertising words caused confusions that resulted in 
incorrect responses. 
B. Growth in meaning and growth in the number of persons responding 
correctly was indicated between grade levels. 
1. Ninety-seven words showed an increase of one or more mean-
incs from grades four to five. 
2. One hundred twenty-eight words showed an increase of one or 
more meanings from grades five to six. 
3. One hundred twenty-five words showed an increase of one or 
more meanings from grades four to six. 
4. Forty-three words showed an increase of two or more meanings 
from grades four to six. 
5. Forty-two words showed a decrease of one or more meanines 
from ~rades four to six. 
6. Sixty words showed a cradual growth from grade to cr,ade in the 
number of persons responding correctly to the st~us word. 
7. One hundred fifty-three words showed an increase in the number 
of persons responding correctly from grades four to five. 
a. Sixty-nine words showed an increase in the number of persona 
responding correctly from grades five to six. 
9. Twenty-four words bad no omissions and no incorrect uses in 
crade four. 
10. Fifty-six words had no omissions and no incorrect uses in 
grade five. 
11. Sixty-four words bad no omissions and no incorrect uses in 
&rade six. 
In conclusion it might be said that children tend to use a number 
of different meanings for the same word; and there is some growth in 
the number of meanings used by Children from gr.ades four to grades 
six. 
;'182 
CHAPTER V 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
1. A study dealin& with the increase or decrease in growth of 
meaning in grades other than four, five and six and using this same 
list of three hundred multi-meaning stimuli words. 
2. The use of this basic list of three hundred multi-meaninc words 
in a free association type of testing to find the number of meanings 
' ' ' 
which would be given if the requirement of writing sentences was 
eliminated. 
3. The use of this list of three hundred multi-meaning words as a 
basis for a multiple choice type of vocabulary test to note the differ-
ence in response gained from that type of test. 
4. A study dealing with the use of this list of three hundred multi-
meaning words on a larger number of cases derived from more of the 
materials of Acomb 1 s Study of Word Meaning, to determine if the same 
approxima. te percentage of increase in meaning from grade to ~rade would 
prevail and whether a larger variety of responses to the stimuli words 
would result. 
5. A study on the differences in concepts of the words on the basic 
list of multi-meaning words used in this present study in regard to 
h~h and low achievers. 
1.83 
6. A comparison of children's responses to the three hundred multi-
meaning stimuli words and the most common adult interpretations of the 
same mul ti-mea.ning words. 
7. .A. study similar to this in form but with the stimuli words being 
read aloud to the children so tbat the possibility of a reading error 
in the stimuli word would be eliminated. 
B. .A. study in the comparison of concepts of the three hundred multi-
meaning words between the two sexes. 
9. To study the differences in responses of urban and rur.al Children 
to.the three hundred multi-meaning stimuli words with careful obser-
vations being made as to isolated local expressions. 
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